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BOA: All-in-One Vision 
System for Industrial  
Machine Vision

  44 mm cube form factor, 
360˚ mount support, easily 
integrated for tight-fit apps

  Monochrome or color 
sensor - 640 X 480 CCD 

  Rugged, IP67-rated 
housing for harsh and 
wash-down environments

  Multiple processing engines 
combines DSP, FPGA and 
CPU technologies

  Versatile communications 
via Ethernet and/or  
RS-232 connectivity 

  Embedded point-and-click 
software – easy to use  
& nothing to install

Capture the power of DALSA  
Download your BOA product brochure here: www.dalsa.com/BOA/ins11

Introducing BOA:  
Next Generation Smart Camera  
for Single Point Inspection
BOA is a powerful, inexpensive and ruggedized optical 
inspection solution for the factory floor. Packaged with DALSA’s 
easy-to-use iNspect software, both first-time and experienced 
integrators can rapidly prototype and deploy vision solutions 
into their manufacturing process. 
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Die DiViiNA basieren auf den erfolgreichen
Sensoren der AViiVA Zeilenkameras und
bieten exakt die gleiche hohe Bildqualität

Die monochromen low-cost Zeilenkameras
sind für Standardanwendungen optimal
ausgelegt und haben ein ausgezeichnetes 
Preis-/Leistungsverhältnis

■ e2v DiViiNA Serie

Auflösungen 1024 bis 4096 Pixel/Zeile

Pixelgröße 10 μm und 14 μm 

Zeilenfrequenz bis 36 kHz

Datenrate bis 40 MHz

Spektralbereich 250 bis 1100 nm

Abmessungen 60 x 60 x 45 mm

DiViiNA — AViiVA — ELiiXA
— Zeilenkameras in Perfektion —

RAUSCHER
Telefon 0 8142/4 48 41-0 · Fax 0 8142/4 48 41-90
eMail info @ rauscher.de · www.rauscher.de

e2v
Zeilenkameras

— für schlanke Budgets —
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Zeilenkameras der neuen DiViiNA Serie 
— ein unschlagbar günstiger Preis 
und trotzdem höchste Leistung

NEU

brainstorming 1969
Do you know the difference between 
politics and physics? You don’t?

Being a physicist you might have to 
wait for 40-odd years before you’ll re-
ceive the public recognition for your 
achievements. In politics this public 
recognition is already given to the hope 
bearer supposed to achieve his goals in 
the first place. Admittedly, world peace 
is a goal that requires lots of hope and 
many a hope bearer, and audacity, 
which this year’s winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize has committed himself to. 
The goal of Messrs. Boyle and Smith, 
winners of the 2009 Nobel Prize in 
Physics, was much more down to earth: 
back in 1969 they were supposed to 
come up with a new and more efficient 
electronic memory device for their em-
ployer, the Bell Laboratories just out-
side of New York. What they actually 
did come up with was the CCD chip. Af-
ter only one hour of brainstorming. And 
without even thinking about images or 
cameras. After another week or so, the 
first prototype of the chip was build, 
and only a year after thinking it up, 
Boyle and Smith were able to demon-
strate the functionality for the first time 
inside a video camera. The memory de-
vice, originally contemplated, was long 
since forgotten. In 1972 the American 
company Fairchild constructed the first 
image sensor with 100 x 100 pixels, 
which went into production a few years 
later. In 1975, Boyle and Smith them-
selves then designed a digital video 
camera of a sufficiently high resolution 
to manage television broadcasts. It took 
another ten years before the first dig-
ital photographic camera entered the 
market, but ever since the trail of suc-
cess for the digital camera with the 
Charged Coupled Device has been un-
stoppable; and the end of the era of 
photographic film was heralded.

This one hour of discussion between 
the two physicists led to generations  
of devices, technologies and processes 
ever since, and was the foundation for 
whole industry sectors. Among those is 
also the sector from which the INSPECT 
reports now in its 10th year. 

A fluke? A lucky break?

For Willard S. Boyle the cause for their 
success was founded within the work-
ing atmosphere in the Bell Laborato-
ries at that time. Creativity was explic-
itly encouraged. No business plan was 
required for starting a new project, not 
even a milestone plan, no budget for 
development needed to be asked for, 
and no profit forecast had to be pro-
vided. The management did not consist 
of “money bureaucrats,” as Boyle 
phrases it, but they were scientists 
themselves. The leadership style was 
“Management by walking around,” re-
sulting in a very cooperative atmo-
sphere bridging all hierarchy levels 
and leading to a continuous lively tech-
nical exchange. Even from today’s point 
of view, looking back four decades, 
Boyle is still convinced that the reason 
for the joint success has always been 
the joy in working at Bell Labs, the high 
degree of freedom in developing new 
concepts and the possibility to gather 
experiences in many different areas. 
Boyle himself, for example, was sec-
onded to the Apollo program once for 
two years, before returning back to his 
research lab at Bell.

However. Still. Is this not unprofes-
sional? Maybe a fluke yet, a stroke of 
luck?

Up until today a total of 13 scientists 
have jointly won seven Nobel Prizes in 
Physics for work conducted at the Bell 
Laboratories. These are not bad argu-
ments for creative freedom as basis for 
invention and innovation.

In any case, creative freedom is not 
a bad basis for world peace either.

Discover in this issue of the INSPECT 
what Willard S. Boyle and George E. 
Smith could not have dreamed of 40 
years ago: what electronic images and 
machine vision meanwhile have be-
come.

I hope you enjoy the discovery.

Gabriele Jansen
Publishing Director INSPECT
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Imagine a camera with an exceptionally sensitive 1.3 MP Sony® CCD and
easy-to-use USB 2.0 interface that can connect to almost any system.
Then, picture it controlled by an FPGA and housed in a compact
and lightweight case with GPIO for trigger and strobe. Now, see
the Chameleon, making easy imaging a reality for just USD $375.

The ChameleonTM USB 2.0 camera: an easy choice for real imaging

 Join the pack at www.ptgrey.com/realeasy



Coherent Acquires  Product 
lines from StockerYale
Coherent, Inc. has acquired the North 
American operations of StockerYale, 
Inc. in an asset purchase for US$15 
million in cash. The company ac-
quired all the assets and certain op-
erating liabilities of the laser module 
product line in Montreal, Canada 
and the specialty fiber product line in 
Salem, New Hampshire. John Ambro-
seo, President and Chief Executive 
Officer of Coherent stated: “In ac-
quiring these two product lines, we 
gain access to the machine vision 
market and expand our bioinstru-
mentation opportunities through the 
laser diode module business.”
www.coherent.com

Viscom Celebrates Anniversary
The Viscom AG celebrated its anniversary in October 2009. 
25 years ago, in 1984, Viscom was founded as a private 
company for industrial image processing by Dr. Martin 
Heuser and Volker Pape. This places them among the pio-
neers in this new technology. The two-person business 
venture gave rise to a successful high-tech company. Vis-
com is now represented around the world, with branches 
in Singapore, the USA and France as well as international 
representatives. 
www.viscom.de

Cor maas new emVA Vice President
On October 1, the EMVA Executive Committee elected 
the new EMVA Vice President, Cor Maas (LMI Technol-
ogies), for a term of three years. Cor Maas has been a 
member of the Executive Committee since May 2008 
and is in charge of EMVA standardization activities. 
He is co-founder of LMI Technologies Inc and serves as 
President of LMI’s Vision Components Division head-
quartered in The Netherlands. As the EMVA Vice Presi-
dent his focus will be on the harmonization of global 
machine vision standardization activities and the fur-
ther development of current EMVA standardization in-
itiatives such as the GenICam and EMVA 1288 stand-
ards. “Harmonization of global machine vision 
standardization emphasizes the economic importance 
of machine vision as a key technology. It will also in-
crease the benefit for all our members,” Maas said.
www.emva.org

AIA, emVA, JIIA Sign Cooperative 
Standards Accord
Leaders from the Automated Imaging Asso-
ciation (AIA), European Machine Vision As-
sociation (EMVA), and Japan Industrial Im-
aging Association (JIIA) signed an agreement 
on November 3 to cooperatively develop and 
promote global machine vision standards.
Up to this point, each association has devel-
oped industry standards on its own; these 
legacy standards will remain in place. Going 
forward, if the associations agree on an is-
sue needing standardization, a lead associa-
tion will develop the standard and then the 
group will mutually promote the result as a 
global industry standard. If there is no con-
sensus on the global need of a standard, 
each association retains the right to develop 
standards outside the cooperative group.
“This accord will benefit machine vision us-
ers and suppliers alike by accelerating the 
pace of standards development, avoiding 
overlapping efforts, and creating more 
awareness of new standards,” 
said Jeff Burnstein, President of 
AIA.
“This new cooperation in the 
field of machine vision standards 
development will play a decisive 
role in promoting machine vision 
technology in all markets. It will 
increase the global information 
flow during the standards devel-
opment process and help the 
standards to become established 
internationally,” said Patrick 
Schwarzkopf, EMVA General 
Secretary.
“We’ve worked diligently since JIIA first pro-
posed this idea to prepare a global stand-
ardization process that will benefit the in-
dustry. It is especially rewarding that this 
agreement is now signed. We congratulate 
all of the machine vision players and look 
forward to further cooperation,” said Shigeo 
Oka, Chairman of JIIA.
Machine vision, which accounts for more 
than US$5 billion in annual sales worldwide, 
is a critical technology for users in industries 
such as automotive, electronics, food & bev-
erage, lab automation, pharmaceuticals, and 
security. New markets are rapidly developing 
in areas such as medical imaging, energy, 
entertainment, and other non-manufactur-
ing sectors. AIA, EMVA and JIIA believe that 
new standards can help stimulate the growth 
of machine vision sales.
Representatives from the three trade groups 
said they hope to add leaders from other as-
sociations in the future as new groups emerge 
to represent the growing machine vision in-
dustry in countries like China and India.
www.machinevisiononline.org 
www.emva.org · www.jiia.org

Good outlook for Control 2010 
With its diverse and extremely valuable supplementary programme, Control trade show will once again emphasise 
its internationally leading role from of May 4 through May 7, 2010. Organized by the Fraunhofer Alliance Vision 
the special exhibition of vision systems and image processing technologies deserves to be mentioned, as does the 
complementary event forum offered by the IPA Fraunhofer Institute for Production Technology and Automation. In 
addition to this, internationally recognized, world-class expert seminars will be held again, and numerous exhibi-
tors will present their latest developments at the exhibitor forum which is booked out on a regular basis. Themat-
ically and structurally well equipped for the future, Control has every reason to look ahead optimistically.
www.schall-messen.de

michael Willis Joins boulder Imaging 
as President and Coo
Boulder Imaging Inc. announced that Michael Wil-
lis is joining the company as its President and Chief 
Operating Officer. He will lead the company in exe-
cuting its goal of becoming the leader in Analytic 
Imaging solutions. “I am delighted to welcome 
Michael to Boulder Imaging,” said Carlos Jorquera, 
founder and CEO. “This is an exciting time as we 
expand the company’s product offerings and capa-
bilities.” www.boulderimaging.com
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Einzigartig:
Der erste industrielle 3D-Sensor, der auf einen Blick 
Objekte oder Szenen räumlich erfasst.
Die Auflösung von 64 x 48 Bildpunkten ergibt 3.072 
Abstandswerte pro Messung für eine detaillierte 
Bewertung der Applikation.

Autark:
Beleuchtung, Lichtlaufzeitmessung und Auswertung 
befinden sich in einem industrietauglichen Gehäuse. 
Ebenso Schalt- und Analogausgänge für die 
einfache Integration in die Steuerungsumgebung.

Einsatzfreudig:
Ideal für unzählige Aufgaben in der Fördertechnik, 
Verpackungsindustrie und in Füllstandapplikationen. 
Leicht zu bedienen durch intuitiv verständliches 
Benutzer-Interface.

ifm-Service-Telefon 0800 16 16 16 4

Die dritte Dimension auf einen Blick.
Abstand, Füllstand oder Volumen optisch
bewerten. Der neue 3D-Vision-Sensor.

ifm electronic – close to you!



that identifies and locates the teat posi-
tions on the cow’s udder as it steps into 
the milking box. The information derived 
from the sensor is used to guide a robot 
arm to attach the milking cups to the 
teats. The entire process of locating teats 
and attaching cups must be robust, fast, 
accurate and safe, without disturbing or 
stressing the cow. 

Sensor Challenge in the barn

GEA Farm Technologies, formerly GEA 
Westfalia-Surge, offers worldwide lead-
ing innovations and whole product solu-

tions for dairy farming. When GEA 
decided to develop a new generation 

of automated milking systems, they 

To survive in the harsh uncontrolled milking 
machine environment, the Tracker 4000 is 
housed in a sealed package

The output of worldwide agricultural milk production in 2007 has been 560.5 million tons 

with an 83.5% share of cow’s milk. The biggest milk producers have been uSA, India and 

China. In the european Community 150 million tons are produced annually, the e-15 is the 

biggest market for milk-based products. The production of milk is an industry, so it comes 

as no surprise that here as well automation technologies, especially in the area of auto-

mated milking, are in high demand.

Automated milking in dairy farms is rap-
idly expanding. The automated process 
not only frees up valuable time for the 
farmer, but also makes happier cows that 
produce higher yields of better quality 
milk. There are only a select few compa-
nies in the world who specialize in these 
technologies as this is a very difficult and 
demanding application of machine vision 
and robots.

A key enabling component in auto-
mated milking systems is the 3D sensor 

approached LMI Technologies to create 
the vision guidance sensor. GEA recog-
nized LMI as a leading edge 3D sensing 
technology solutions provider, with par-
ticular expertise in implementing sen-
sors in challenging applications in ex-
tremely harsh environments.

One of the challenges in automating 
the milking process is reliably guiding 
the milking robot to attach the milking 
cups to the cow’s teats. Cows are highly 
individual animals in both behavior and 
appearance. The sensor must cope with 
significant variations in target shape and 
colour, moving animals, in a naturally 
dirty environment cluttered with mud, 
straw, water and other uncontrolled ob-
jects that interfere with reliable opera-
tion of vision sensors. The sensor must 
also ignore sections of the 3D images 
caused by other components within the 
field of view, such as the cow’s legs or 
swinging tails. 

Ultrasonic ranging and laser triangu-
lation techniques had previously been 
applied to provide robot guidance for au-
tomated milking applications, but had 
drawbacks, including the need for mov-
ing parts and/or laser safety concerns. 

unique Time of Flight Imaging Solution

LMI is one of only a few companies in the 
world that have expertise in successfully 
implementing machine vision technolo-

Good milk from Happy Cows
Time of Flight Imaging enables Automated milking

About lmI

lMi Technologies specializes in application 
specific 3D sensors for a wide variety of 
measurement, control and guidance appli-
cations. lMi sensor solutions are used in 
lumber processing, pavement inspection, 
molten metal pouring level control, auto-
motive assembly, rubber and tire manufac-
turing, and many others. lMi’s application 
specific sensing solutions are based on 2D 
or 3D sensing technologies, and in many 
cases effectively combine 2D and 3D sens-
ing in a single sensor package. founded in 
1976, lMi developed much of the 3D sens-
ing market, and holds over 100 patents re-
lated to 3D sensing technology. 
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gies for applications such as robot guid-
ance in extremely difficult environments. 
Tasked with finding a better solution for 
guiding milking robots, LMI determined 
that implementing innovative time of 
flight 3D imaging would provide a unique 
and dramatically improved solution to 
this guidance application. The sensor 
based on this technology and developed 
by LMI in conjunction with GEA, is named 
the Tracker 4000. 

TOF imaging cameras have a 2D ar-
ray of pixels, with each pixel capable of 
returning time of flight information as 
well as intensity. The TOF information 
produces 3D images of a scene where the 
brightness of each pixel is proportional 
to the distance from the sensor to the ob-
ject, creating an image similar to a topo-
graphical map.

TOF imaging provides many unique 
advantages when applied to guiding 
milking machine robots. The 3D image 
field of view includes the entire udder as 
well as the milking cups. The 3D image 
information from the sensor is analyzed 
to determine the position and angular 
orientation of each individual teat, as 
well as the milking cups. The location in-
formation is transmitted to the robot con-
troller through Modbus over Ether-
net. Use of industry standard protocols 
simplifies the integration effort for the 
machine builder.

The sensor currently operates at a 
frame rate of 8.3 Hz, with faster opera-
tion in development. Multiple images are 
taken as the cups are guided to the teats, 
which track movement of the cow during 
the attachment process. 

Determining the locations of both in-
dividual teats and milking cups enable 
differential guidance, where the offsets 
to guide the robot to the teat locations 
are determined as the differences in lo-
cation of the teats relative to the location 
of the milking cups on the robot. The re-
sult is improved reliability in guidance, 
as well as simplification of absolute cali-
bration requirements for both the sensor 
and the robot over the full field of view.

3D Images with no moving Parts

The TOF sensor is small in size and low 
in weight, allowing it to be easily mounted 
on the robot arm, so its position can be 

changed by the robot. This allows the 
viewing angle to be changed, very useful 
to obtain an unobstructed view of all 
teats, particularly if two teats are seen to 
overlap from one viewing angle. Obtain-
ing 3D data from a single TOF camera 
provides a much smaller sensor package 
than would be required for two camera 
stereo imaging, which also requires ex-
tensive image analysis software to create 
a 3D image. 

The TOF principle provides complete 
3D images with no moving parts and no 
laser lines or spots. Traditional laser 
scanners require use of a mechanical 
scanning device to capture a full 3D im-
age, which increases time required to 
capture an image, and adds complexity 
while reducing reliability.

The Tracker 4000 sensor is imple-
mented with infrared LED illumination 
integrated into the sensor housing, which 
does not distract the cows in the milking 
station. Also, LED illumination eliminates 
laser safety concerns and related regula-
tory documentation, an issue with laser 
triangulation based sensing.

To survive in the harsh uncontrolled 
milking machine environment, the 
Tracker 4000 is housed in a sealed pack-
age, with a sealed watertight cable con-
nector. The mounting bracket covers the 
top and sides of the sensor to protect 
from cow kicks and dirt. 

Award-winning Teat location

The Tracker 4000 is implemented with 
the field proven FireSync platform, de-
veloped by LMI to simplify the often com-
plex task of integrating and synchroniz-
ing the many components of a 3D sensor 
system. FireSync is a synchronized, scal-
able distributed vision processing archi-
tecture for building reliable high per-
formance systems. Real-time image 
processing algorithms running in the  
FireSync processor located inside the 
sensor use proprietary software to ex-
tract teat and milking cup locations in 
the images, ignoring other objects in the 
field of view, like a cow’s leg or a swing-
ing tail. The final result, coordinate posi-
tions for teats and milking cup locations 
in a predefined coordinate system, is de-
livered to the robot controller via an Eth-
ernet connection. The FireSync platform 
is used in all of LMI’s new products.

LMI’s Tracker 4000 sensor is a tech-
nologically advanced device that will cre-
ate significant improvements to yield 
performance and farm productivity, live-
stock well-being, enhance reliability, in-
creased speed of farm operations and 
profitability, and improve product quality 
in the milking process. A short video 
demonstrating the Tracker 4000 sensor 
guiding a robotic milking machine to at-
tach suction cups onto a cow’s teats can 
be viewed at: http://www.inspect-online.
com/en/webcasts/time-flight-imaging- 
enables-automated-milking. 

In 2008, GEA Farm Technologies (GEA) 
was awarded the prestigious silver medal 
for “New Innovations” presented at the 
EuroTier 2008 tradeshow in Hanover, 
Germany for developing the innovative 
milking robot system with the LMI 
Tracker 4000 sensor.

This implementation of TOF technol-
ogy is so unique that in February 2009, 
LMI Technologies was awarded US Pat-
ent 7,490,576 B2 from the United States 
Patent and Trademark Office for the use 
of Time of Flight sensors in livestock 
management.

Author  2
Dr. Walter Pastorius,  
Technical marketing Adviser 

Contact  2
lMi Technologies inc., Delta, BC, Canada 
Tel.: +1 604 636 1011
fax: +1 604 516 8368
info@lmitechnologies.com
www.lmitechnologies.com

The milking robot does not only free up 
valuable time for the farmer, but also 

makes happier cows that produce higher 
yields of better quality milk

The ToF sensor is small in size and low in weight, 
allowing it to be easily mounted on the robot 
arm
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InSPeCT: mister Grube, the integration of  
the Canadian camera manufacturer Prosilica 
that AVT took over in mid 2008 seems to be 
completed now: Prosilica has changed the 
company name, the cameras have changed 
color, and in early november the distribution 
channel for sales in Germany, uK, France  
and Switzerland has been changed to your 
long term partner Stemmer Imaging. Have 
AVT and Prosilica now really become one 
company?

F.Grube: Yes – Pro-
silica now is com-
pletely integrated 
into the AVT group. 
In the course of this 
integration it is just 
consequent to not 
only merge the prod-
uct range but also 
push the fusion of 
the Prosilica and 
AVT organizations. 
Prosilica Inc., head-
quartered in Burn-
aby (Vancouver, Can-
ada), will be renamed 
to Allied Vision Tech-
nologies Canada and 
will become part of the AVT group. With 
AVT Canada we will have a further AVT 
site in North America. AVT Canada will 
focus on independent developments and 
production within the AVT group. 

mister Zollitsch, the Gige camera product 
range has already been strong in your port-
folio. What is the appealing factor of the 
Prosilica cameras and how do they distinguish 
themselves from the already existing prod-
ucts in your offering?

C. Zollitsch: Since November 1st of 2009, 
Stemmer Imaging has taken over the re-
sponsibility for the distribution of all AVT 
GigE Vision cameras. With this step, AVT 
bundles the distribution of their success-
ful FireWire and GigE models on our 
company as a strong partner. For cus-
tomers this guarantees that they will get 
the best consultancy and the optimum 
product for their individual task from 
one independent partner. Without any 
doubt we already have further well-

known suppliers in our list of partners, 
such as Automation Technology, Dalsa, 
JAI and Mikrotron. These suppliers have 
strategically developed their own main 
focus in different areas of the machine 
vision market and have found their own 
positions. In case of overlapping prod-
ucts obviously the application has to be 
scrutinized in detail to choose the best 
possible product. With the extension to 

the Prosilica and AVT GigE product lines 
we now can offer a unique selection of 
cameras of that technology. Based on 
this diversity, our customers can further-
more rely on our technology consulting 
services. 

mister Grube, many other camera suppliers 
strategically have chosen direct sales for their 
products in important markets, and without 
any doubt, the German speaking area is one 
of those important markets. With the transfer 
of the Prosilica products you have again 
decided to distribute those by a partner. What 
are the reasons for that decision?

F. Grube: Eventually, AVT and Stemmer Im-
aging are the best proof that direct and 
indirect sales can perfectly complement 
each other. A competent imaging partner 
such as Stemmer Imaging mainly serves 
customer structures and requirements; 
this is something a pure component sup-
plier can only do in a limited way because 
he is covering completely different core 

competences. All of our global partners 
offer an exquisite know-how in imaging 
that is requested by many customers. This 
service requires a local presence and 
availability – something that can hardly 
be covered by a manufacturer on his own. 
AVT has ascended to one of the biggest 
camera manufacturers worldwide very 
quickly – the AVT sales strategy surely 
was a key for this success. 

mister Zollitsch, Stem-
mer Imaging has been 
one of the most impor-
tant AVT sales channels 
in terms of revenue in 
the past. What is the 
formula for your suc-
cess?

C. Zollitsch: There 
are several reasons 
to be mentioned, and 
most of them are not 
only true for our co-
operation with AVT. 
First of all and most 
important, our em-
ployees are crucial, 
as they are accepted 

partners of our customers, consulting 
them from the heart and with deep imag-
ing knowledge. Another part of our suc-
cess is based on our claim to serve our 
customers in the best possible way, offer-
ing the optimum comprehensive solution 
including illumination, lenses, cameras, 
cabling with the right interface to the 
processing system, as well as the appli-
cation driven software solution. This is 
our promise, and we take the responsi-
bility for that part. In combination with 
our core competence in software devel-
opment and the production of small se-
ries of cabling and imaging computer 
systems, as well as with our competent 
consultancy and short response times we 
are the right imaging partner for our 
customers, guaranteeing fast reactivity, 
something that is essential to survive in 
today’s global markets.

Thank you very much to both of you for this 
interview here at the Vision trade show 2009 
and good luck for your future activities. 

Successful Partnership
Interview with Frank Grube, Ceo Allied Vision Technologies and Christof Zollitsch,  
Ceo Stemmer Imaging
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Dorthin vordringen, wo noch niemand war: Mit der Olympus Dual 
Pinhole Technologie des neuen LEXT OLS4000 bezwingen Sie jetzt 
Flankensteilheiten von bis zu 85° – und entdecken so vollkommen neue 
Dimensionen im Bereich der optischen Messtechnik. Von hoch 
refl ektierend bis hoch absorbierend – mit dem neuen LEXT präsentiert 
sich die Darstellung unterschiedlichster Materialkontraste in einem neuen 
Licht. Was immer Ihr Ziel ist: Mit überragender Aufl ösung und absoluter 
Messgenauigkeit ebnet Ihnen das neue LEXT den Weg zu den letzten 
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The 22nd Vision has ended. The three days of the fair were packed with the introduction of 

new products, presentations at the stands, with forum talks and discussions, special exhibi-

tions and company highlights. The fair impressed both visitors and exhibitors. read more 

on the fair’s mood, the highlights of the supporting program and, above all, on the novel-

ties introduced during the three days of Vision.

Vision, trade fair for machine vision and 
identification technologies, also in its 
22nd year justified its position as the in-
dustry’s leading trade show. This is sub-
stantiated by the figures given during the 
opening press conference by Thomas 
Walter, director of Industry & Technology 
of Messe Stuttgart: With 292 exhibitors, 
last year’s level could be maintained pre-
cisely. Only the exhibition floor space 
shrunk by about 1,000 m2. In times of 
turnover slumps affecting also machine 
vision companies, this constitutes a more 
than just respectable result. 

A brighter Future

Dr. Olaf Munkelt, since October 9th 2009 
VDMA’s (the German Association of Me-
chanical Engineering Suppliers) Chair-
man of the Board for the Department of 
Machine Vision, quoted prognoses given 
by the International Monetary Fund (IWF, 
Internationaler Währungs-Fond). Accord-

ing to them, the world economy would 
grow substantially in 2010. Present data 
of the Ifo Institute would indicate an on-
going improvement of the world eco-
nomic climate, which, said Munkelt, 
meant an imminent recovery of the rate 
of incoming capital goods orders. This 
bright outlook is substantiated by the lat-
est VDMA poll. Munkelt: “More than 70 % 

A Dose of Vision
optimistic mood at the 22nd Vision  
Trade Show in Stuttgart

Vision 2009 in Figures

Shortly after our editorial deadline, Messe 
Stuttgart reported preliminary figures on 
 Vision 2009: according to these a total of 
5,900 visitors were counted on the three 
days from november 3 – 5. The percentage 
of visitors from abroad is reported to have 
risen distinctly from last year’s 28 % to now 
33 %. also, say the organizers, the number 
of visitors with direct influence on invest-
ment and buying decisions has risen from 
76 % in 2008 to 86% this year. it was also 
observed that visitors from the industry had 
well-defined project inquiries and concrete 
goals for their visits. 60 % of the visitors 
were planning new investments, an in-
crease of 7 % over last year.

▶ 
Jochem Herrmann (center), 

representing the CoaXPress 
group of companies, accepts the 

17. Vision Award
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of the machine vision industry’s polled 
companies expect an increase of incom-
ing orders in 2010; 20% even expect a 
distinct increase of more than 10%. Also, 
employment figures are expected to rise 
slightly.” But Munkelt also warned that 
despite such optimistic prognoses it may 
take years to arrive at the record level of 
2008.

Growth booster Standardization

The VDMA regards standardization as 
the basis for further great growth poten-
tial, as standards simplify the use of the 
imaging technology, thereby facilitating 
wider applications and opening up new 
application sectors. In order to pave the 
way for global standards, the three big 
associations, Automated Imaging Associ-
ation (AIA), European Machine Vision As-
sociation (EMVA) and Japan Industrial 
Imaging Association (JIIA) on the first 
day of Vision entered into an agreement 
of cooperation for the common develop-
ment and promotion of new standards in 
machine vision. As declares Patrick 
Schwarzkopf, EMVA’s General Secretary: 
“This new cooperation in the field of ma-
chine vision standards development will 
increase the global information flow dur-
ing the standards development process 
and help the standards to become estab-
lished.”

And the Winner Is...

One highlight of the trade show again 
this year was the announcement of the 
Vision Award. The award, which included 
a prize money of 5,000 €, was given to 

for the high-speed data transfer was con-
sidered prize-worthy by the jury. Fully 
configured, the system aims at a transfer 
rate of 6.25 Gbit per second over dis-
tances of up to 100 m. Japan’s JIIA al-
ready promised to endorse the CoaX-
Press specification.

Sports and leisure

According to VDMA future growth poten-
tial for machine vision can also be found 
in new fields of application outside pro-
duction, fields like security, agriculture, 
medical technology and multi-media. 
This view is supported in numerous talks 
with exhibitors; they succeeded in cush-
ioning the crisis by diversifying into new 
applications. Some companies have dis-
covered professional sports as a new 
market segment. Roald van der Vliet, 
manager of InnosportNL reported a great 
demand from swimmers to record and 
analyze their movements under water. 
Van der Vliet equipped the swimming 
pool with 16 GigE camera by Basler and 
uses a Norpix software for movement 
analysis. Cypress, to cite yet another ex-
ample, is now selling their sensors to sys-
tem suppliers for analyzing golfers’ 
movements. These make use of this tool 
to improve their tee off.

Imagine the surface of a table on 
which one may at will call up digital con-
tents and enlarge, scale down, or shift 
them to-and-fro, alone or together with 
others. Encoded objects put on the table 
will cause pertaining information to ap-
pear, or presentations, or motion picture 
sequences. Two companies presented 
during Vision such futuristic interactive 

representatives of machine vision associations AIA, emVA and JIIA are pleased about the conclusion of the cooperation agreement in the field of 
 standardization

Spitzenreiter:
Vision-Sensor Inspector.

Produkt des Monats

www.sick.de/innovationen

CoaXPress, a group of companies, repre-
sented amongst others by Adimec Ad-
vanced Image Systems of the Nether-
lands. Jochem Herrmann, Adimec’s CTO, 
presented the novelty and in the group’s 
name accepted the award. 

CoaXPress is endeavoring to define a 
new standard for high-performance cam-
era interfaces. These would allow feeding 
supply as well as video and controlling 
data through conventional coaxial ca-
bles. The idea of combining the simple 
coaxial cable with the latest technology 
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user interfaces. XDesk of impressx uses 
cameras of VRmagic for real-time ges-
ture tracking. On the atracTable the in-
frared sensitivity of the Sony cameras is 
used for pattern recognition and tracking 
(http://www.inspect-online.com/en/web-
casts/futuristic-interfaces-based-vision-
technology).

Focusing on Picture Quality

Conquering new business fields, this 
is also what Josef Schneider Op-
tische Werke are planning. During 
Vision 2009 the company initiated a 
study on to what extent customers 
are interested in customer-specific light-
ing systems. Depending on the outcome, 
Schneider will in the future extend their 
portfolio to include lighting solutions. 
This would allow conceiving lenses and 
lighting advantageously as one system 
with an optimum of mutual adjustment, 
the best prerequisites for good image 
quality. 

The goal of producing high-resolution 
images in ever increasing quality is also 
pursued by the lens manufacturer Kowa. 

Thus, the company presented their 
10-Megapixel series. Sill Optics, too, is 
broadening their product line, offering a 
50 mm thermography lens with an aper-
ture of 1.5. It functions, color-corrected, 
in a wave-length range in the far infra-
red from 8 to 14 μm. 

lighting in all Variants

Vision & Control 
are complement-
ing their system 
of components 
by a new genera-
tion of coaxial 

lighting systems. Here, the diffuse inci-
dent light illuminates the specimen to be 
inspected in a homogeneous way without 
creating a shadow, thus making it highly 
suitable for the inspection of reflecting 
and mirror-finish surfaces.

CCS for the first time showed an LED 
at Vision producing a light similar to day-
light. Its color rendering index is about 
CRI=98, compared to 100 of daylight. 
Conventional LEDs or halogen lighting 
will always produce color distortion; par-

ticularly in quality control jobs which are 
carried out manually, it is imperative to 
have natural light, as the company re-
ports.

Pivot Gige Standard

Again, the GigE standard and products 
incorporating this standard were a domi-
nant topic of the fair. In this vein the 
French company e2v introduced two new 
cameras with Gigabit Ethernet inter-
faces: the line scan camera DiViiNA LM1 
as a low-cost camera and the more com-
pletely equipped model AViiVa 2 EM1. 
The latter is one of the first 4k-pixel line 
scan cameras equipped with a GigE in-
terface. Its line rate is 28 kHz. The EM1 
offers a dynamic range of 69 dB, a sensi-
tivity at minimal amplification of 164 DN/

(nJ/cm2) 
and a 
PRNU 
(Pixel 

Erleben Sie industrielle Bildverarbeitung ohne Wenn und Aber. Die 

5 Mega pixel Objektive von Fujinon vereinen eine hohe Auflösung 
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Bilder mit maximaler Detailerkennung dank 130 lp/mm bei 2/3" Format. 

Für mehr Zuverlässigkeit und Genauigkeit. Jedes Objektiv lässt sich 
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Response Non Uniformity) below 3 %. Ac-
cording to Rauscher, its distributor, these 
specifications ensure optimal quality 
when encountering short integration 
times or non-optimal lighting.

Beside the CameraLink interface the 
new 3CCD color cameras within JAI’s AT 
series also have a GigE interface. The 
3*1.4-megapixel and the 3*2-megapixel 
cameras are based on the experience of 
JAI in the field of prism technology and 
offer a larger sensor format and a higher 
resolution than all up-to-now available 
3-chip RGB models, as reports the manu-
facturer.

Imago Technologies presented its 
 VisionBox AGE, optimized for GigE cam-

eras. The DSP based computer has an 
adjustable computing capacity between 
8,000 and 18,200 MIPS (mega instruc-
tions per second) in the shape of one or 
two integrated computers and its own 
network computers for Gigabit Ethernet. 
This way, full CPU capacity is available 
for image processing. Carsten Strampe, 
the company’s managing director, re-
ported a great demand for C++ program-
ming at the fair, as many users wanted 
full command over the source code of 
their applications. 

Dalsa now supplies a GigE Vision com-
patible version of the successful Spyder3 
color camera. This color line scan cam-
era is based on the successful mono-
chrome double line scanning model of 
the Spyder3 camera. “The new Spyder3 
color GigE camera with Dalsa’s innova-
tive double line design will deliver excel-

lent color images with mini-
mal image noise, flexibility 

as well as an excel-
lent price-
perform-
ance ratio”, 
says Xing-
Fei He, Sen-
ior Product 
Manager at 

Dalsa. “In addition, the GigE Vision com-
patible interface allows an easy integra-
tion with other components, a greater 
camera-to-PC cable length as well as cost 
reduction with our customers’ machine 
vision systems.”

Baumer, beside innovative cameras, 
also offers the critical network compo-
nents for a GigE Vision compatible all-in-
one solution, thus realizing the first true 
single-cable solution for GigE. In addition 
to multiport switches and PoE injectors, 
with which both standard and PoE cam-
eras can easily be integrated into the net-
work, the user for the first time may con-
trol simple processes via the network by 
means of the new Trigger Device. By us-
ing all network components, data and 
power can be transferred over a single 
Ethernet cable. Additionally, real-time 
triggering of the camera can be realized 
through the same Ethernet cable.

Components Express for the first time 
showed its Bit Maxx device, a Gigabit 
PoE+ splitter. This compact device ena-
bles the user to use cameras lacking a 
PoE connection in a Power-over-Ethernet 
environment. Both voltage and data will 
be transmitted via one single cable from 
the switch to the splitter. The camera is 
supplied with voltage by one cable from 
the splitter, the data being delivered by 
means of an I/O plug connection. The 
splitter may be directly connected to the 
most current GigE Vision cameras. The 
advantages, according to the company, 
are evident: No voltage connection is re-
quired in the camera environment itself 
and cable management no longer is a 
problem.

But not all the talk was about GigE Vi-
sion products. With its 5 Gbit/second, USB 
3.0 represents a true alternative to cur-
rently used camera interfaces. In this 
context Point Grey showed the Grass-
hopper Express prototype with its new 
3-Megapixel Sony IMX036 CMOS image 
sensor. The new interface promises a 
quantum leap as concerns speed of trans-
fer and reliability at low cost and easy in-
tegration. The new Grasshopper repre-
sents an innovative supplement of the 
Canadian manufacturer’s camera portfo-
lio, offering already its FireWire, Camera 
Link and GigE Vision compatible prod-
ucts.

Small, efficient and Intelligent

High capacity in the smallest space – 
this is what Matrix 
 Vision pre-
sented with 
their new 
series of 
smart cam-
eras. They 
incorporate 
high-capacity 

Compact CCD & CMOS
industrial cameras for every
PC with USB interface

◗ precisely adjusted sensors

◗ easy process connection over
digital I/Os

◗ Hardware Real-Time Controller
(HRTC) for time critical I/O and
acquisition control

◗ integrated Bayer color conver-
sion and image preprocessing

◗ Windows and Linux support

◗ image processing library
mvIMPACT Base free of charge

◗ extensive software support
by mvIMPACT and many other
standard packages

◗ also available as OEM and
module versions

mvBlueFOX 
Industrial USB 2.0 cameras
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processing units, the latest 
image sensors and an inte-
grated hardware accelerator 
(H.264). The myBlueLynx-X 
family will yield new applica-
tion possibilities for machine 
vision, surveillance and for 
medical and life science ap-
plications for OEMs and sys-
tem integrators. For develop-
ing, there is a .NET compatible 
mono interface. This facili-
tates the platform-independ-
ent development of .NET 
based applications and using 
them on the myBlueLynx-X 
without cross compiling.

Vision Components, too, 
introduced its new Smart 
Cameras on the fair; these 
were expressly developed for 
limited-space applications: 
With 40 x 65 mm for the 
board camera VCSBC4012 
nano and a 80 x 45 x 20 mm 
housing for the VC4012 nano 
these Smart Cameras range 
among the smallest machine 
vision systems available on 
the market. Vision Compo-
nents could attain such mini-
aturization by equipping the 

board on both sides. Thanks 
to the CMOS technology the 
small cameras are suitable 
for high-speed applications. 
With their 400-MHz proces-
sor and a computing capacity 
of 3,200 MIPS both cameras 
are efficient and easy-to-inte-
grate vision systems, making 
an external PC superfluous.

Hitachi, too, ranges among 
the manufacturers of smallest 
cameras: The company ex-
tended its Mini-CameraLink 
series by 16 models. These 
cameras have a RAW data 
output. The KP-FRxxxSCL se-
ries comprises a total of 38 
cameras with VGA up to 5 
megapixel resolution. Beside 

same time offering all the 
technical advantages of a dig-
ital camera. Thanks to their 
small size they may replace 
without problems analog 
cameras, USB cameras as 
well as IEEE 1394a and b 
cameras basing on the same 
footprint. In order to render 
replacement and integration 
particularly simple and cost-
efficient, the Basler ace model 
is available with Power-over-
Ethernet functionality.

Distribution Channels 
 extended

A distribution contract, signed 
shortly before the fair, put 
Stemmer Imaging in a posi-
tion to appear at Vision with 
Prosilica’s GigE cameras. 
Allied Vision Technologies 
had in mid-2008 taken over 
the Canadian company Prosi-
lica and since that time is 
able to offer a considerable 
product line of GigE cameras, 
beside their well-proven 
FireWire models. The former 

are now available since No-
vember 1 to all Stemmer Im-
aging customers.

MaxxVision, too, had news 
to announce: The company as 
of now distributes Sony’s new 
GigE Vision cameras. These 
are available with a resolu-
tion of up to 5 megapixels and 
frame rates of up to 90 fps. A 
special feature of these cam-
eras is a so-called package-
resend-mechanism which 
prevents the loss of image 
data during data transfer. The 
camera is shock and vibra-
tion resistant; coping with 70g 
makes it well-suited for a 
rough industrial environment. 
A new group of products at 
MaxxVision are the Gidel ac-
celerator boards. The high-
performance boards, suitable 
to be reconfigured with up to 

Kappa opto-electronics GmbH

Germany  |  info@kappa.de  |  www.kappa.de

realize visions .

Optimized 

for customer series.

Unique

their small size 
they excel by their most 

easy handling. All models are 
available as PoCl (Power over 
CameraLink). They aim at ap-
plications in those fields of in-
dustrial imaging where fast 
data transfer between cam-
era and computer is an issue. 

That a wider functional 
scope in a camera does not 
necessarily mean a larger 
housing is shown by the new 
model USB uEye XS of IDS 
Imaging Development Sy-

stems. The USB 2.0 camera is 
packed full with smart fea-
tures like face recognition 
and image stabilization, but 
measuring less than one cu-
bic inch. The small housing, 
measuring only 22 x 24 x 
24 mm, accommodates an 
8-megapixel sensor and in-
cludes autofocus lens and 
DSP chip. The latter offers a 
wide scope of functions that 
are partly known with con-
sumer products only. The new 
USB uEyeXS for the first time 
puts such capacity features in 
a professional USB industrial 
camera at the user’s disposal; 
and what is more, theses fea-
tures can easily be incorpo-
rated into the user’s own ap-
plications by the supplied 
SDK. 

Basler’s already wide 
product portfolio contains as 
the latest development the 
model ace with a footprint of 
only 29*29 mm, profiting 
from the already five-year ex-
perience in GigE camera tech-
nology. Basler ace cameras 
fulfill the cost requirements 
of analog camera users, at the 
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four Stratix III FPGAs of Al-
tera, represent a good alter-
native where large amounts 
of data have to be processed 
in parallel. The sensor divi-
sion of the company presents 
readily pre-calibrated, pre-
programmed Plug-and-Play 
3D Vision sensors. Based on 
the principle of laser triangu-
lation, the FireSync cameras 
of LMI Technologies will 
guarantee highest measuring 
precision and scan rates also 
with unfavorable lighting con-
ditions and surface proper-
ties. 

Image Analysis news

With the introduction of Win-
dows 7 the machine vision 
software requirements have 
changed. Matrox Imaging re-
acted, announcing during Vi-
sion their Processing Pack 2 
for the Matrox Imaging Li-
brary. This Windows 7 com-
patible version has, in addi-
tion, been extended to include 
the function of adhesive bead 
inspection and an improved 
3D laser distance measuring 
function. The technical ad-
justment of the camera laser 
was simplified, so that the la-
ser no longer has to be aligned 
absolutely perpendicular to 
the surface to be scanned. 

Optimally prepared for 
Windows 7 is also Neuro-
Check with its latest version 
6.0. The latest version of the 
well-known application soft-
ware employs the modern Mi-
crosoft .NET framework and 
contains numerous new fea-
tures. “All in all more than 
2,000 suggestions from our 
customers and business part-
ners were collected, system-
atically evaluated, and imple-
mented in the new software 

version,” says Managing Di-
rector Christian Demant.

The R&D department of 
MVTec’s carefully and suc-
cessfully tested the software 
package Halcon on the new 
Windows 7 platform. “That’s 
why we are certain that the 
present Halcon Version 9.0.1 
will run on Windows 7 with-
out problems,” says Christoph 
Zierl, Product Manager at 
MVTec.

A key function of 
the Scorpion Vision 
software of Tordivel 
is its ability to gen-
erate and process 
3D images. Scorpion 
offers tools for local-
izing objects in 3D 
images, to carry out geomet-
ric operations in 3D images, 
and it operates in a genuine 
3D reference system. With 
Scorpion, 2D and 3D technol-
ogies are combined.

The combination of fast 3D 
laser triangulation and proven 
2D imaging was also to be 
seen on the stand of Smart 
Ray which had combined 
their laser scanner with hard-
ware and software of Eye 
 Vision Technologies.

The cooperation of Aq-
sense and ImagingLab re-
sulted in an interesting appli-
cation for 3D measuring: the 
360-degree scanner for the 
slicing optimization of irregu-
larly shaped bodies like ham, 
cheese or sausage is based on 
the 3D library SAL3D, inte-
grated in National Instru-
ments’ LabView, and using 
three Photonfocus cameras.

embedded Vision System: 
Faster Inspection

National Instruments pre-
sented its new Embedded Vi-
sion System. To production 
engineers and system inte-
grators it offers the possibility 
to establish fast real-time sys-
tems for various applications, 
like e.g. sorting products, ver-
ify objects and inspecting 
packaging. The NI EVS-
1464RT system is a multicore 

controller enabling the sys-
tem to capture and process 
images of several IEEE-1394 
and GigE Vision cameras. “In 
our industrial inspecting ma-
chines we prefer to use em-
bedded devices with real-time 
operating system, as they are 
reliable and their starting-up 
does not require any support 
from the IT department,” ex-
plains Ivan Meissner, CEO of 
Qualimatest Technologies.

Phytec Messtechnik, too, 
presented embedded solu-
tions. The company’s embed-
ded-video idea is based on the 
requirement to integrate fur-
ther electronic components 
beside image acquisition. Mo-
tor control devices, GPS re-
ceivers or audio I/O belong to 
that category.

Of course, there were many 
more newsworthy novelties to 
be discovered during the 22nd 
Vision in Stuttgart. Visit us at 
www.inspect-online.com to 
read about them, and look 
into the articles in our up-
coming editions of INSPECT. 
In case you have missed Vi-
sion this year, why not mark 
your calendar already with 
next year’s Vision date: 
November 9–11, 2010. 

www.inspect-online.com 
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“3D technologies” is a generic term for a very wide field of methods, sensors, algorithms 

and applications. What is the benefit for the user, which technology is the best for which 

application, what is state-of-the-art today and what more can be expected in the future?

The INSPECT had invited six experts 
from industry and research to debate 
these and other questions during a panel 
discussion at the Vision trade show 2009. 
About 170 visitors came to the Industrial 
Vision Days forum on the second day of 
the trade show and followed the lively 
discussion.

The cost benefits of using 3D inspection 
technology for alleged traditional 2D tasks 
was discussed as well as the challenge to 
not only acquire high precision measure-
ment data in ultra-short amount of time 
but to also compress these data to the core 
in a smart way to employ them as decision 
basis for process modifications.

It was unanimously agreed among the 
experts that the ease-of-use for 3D sys-
tems needs to be increased. Ideally the 
systems should be as easy to integrate 
into the production environment as an 
optical sensor.

To give you an impression of the panel 
discussion, we sampled some quotes out 
of the debate. You will read more about it 
in the editorial part of next month’s Buy-
ers Guide issue of the INSPECT.

Dr. Wolfgang Eckstein, MVTec: „Like in 
other industries we will need standardi-
zation here as well. This is the path to 

make the integration of the different 3D 
components quite easy.“

Dr. Heiko Frohn, Vitronic: „Time-of-
Flight cameras will probably change 
much more than the field of robot vision. 
They provide a possibility to open up en-
tirely new applications fields, especially 
in security and traffic applications.“

Dr. Mats Gökstorp, Sick: „3D enables 
the next step of automation and opens up 
new applications. The key for that is sig-
nificantly increased ease-of-use.”

Per Holmberg, Hexagon Metrology: „I 
think that you will see here in the next 
one, two, three years a series of new sen-
sors coming out for different applica-
tions, much simpler than today, cheaper, 
and more flexible. “

Leonard Metcalfe, LMI Technologies: 
„The ability of using 3D to supplement, 
and use sensor fusion to bring all the dif-
ferent technologies together is going to 
make very robust products that can be 
installed by plant personnel and will 
work right away.“

Dr. Christian Wöhler, Daimler: „The 
combination of different technologies – 2D, 
3D – will be a great benefit for the applier 
because it will probably decrease the price 
and keep the accuracy at least constant.“

Topics with Impact:  
All You ever Wanted  
to Know About 3D
InSPeCT Panel Discussion at Vision 2009
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Business Conference of the American Imaging Association 
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16.–17.04.2010 
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emVA 
Annual  Business Conference of the European Machine Vision 
Association 
www.emva.org

19.–22.04.2010 
Moscow, Russia

Photonica 
Leading exhibition event of the Russian laser and optical industry 
www.photonica-expo.com

25.–27.05.2010
Boston, MA, USA

The Vision Show
North America’s leading showcase of machine vision and imaging 
components and solutions
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International Trade Fair for Automation and Mechatronics
www.automatica-munich.com
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Applications of image processing in robotics or 3D metrology often call for the determina-

tion of real-world coordinates from the 2D data in the image file. The relationship between 

image coordinates and world coordinates can be described by a quantitative model of the 

image formation process. Geometrical camera calibration provides the values of these 

parameters by analysis of the images of calibration targets with well-defined reference 

points. The article describes the principles of this method.

Central Projection

A robot for a pick-and-place-application, 
supported by a vision system, needs the 
coordinates of the object to be picked 
and of the target area where the object is 
to be delivered. The control unit of the 
robot will be fed with coordinates in real 
space, so-called world coordinates, with 
reference to a fixed point in space. Let us 
first have a look at the somewhat simpli-
fied situation of figure 1, where the work-
space is a plane and all points of interest 
are within this plane. An image of this 
scene taken with a standard lens will be 
formed in central projection, resulting in 
warped geometric objects due to per-
spective distortion. Scaling in such an 
image is difficult, since a single constant 
factor is not sufficient to transform dis-
tances within the image plane to corre-
sponding distances in a plane in work-

space. This becomes evident when the 
optical axis is tilted as in figure 2, where 
all the rectangular stones in reality have 
the same edge-length, of course, but ap-
pear more and more shrunken with in-
creasing distance.

Coordinate Systems

The image formation process for a point 
from the workspace to the image plane 
of the camera can be described by a ma-
trix transform, the so-called camera 
model. The image data in the memory of 
the host are pixel coordinates xD and yD, 
without any dimensional units. The 
known edge-length of a detector pixel, 
however, provides the connection with 
the sensor coordinates xS und yS of the 
image in the senor plane, measured in 
micrometers or other real-world units. 
The central projection of an object point 

to the sensor plane is described best in 
the camera coordinate system. In this 
system, a point has the world coordinates 
XW, YW und ZW, with the origin in the pro-
jection centre of the lens. In our pick-
and-place-scenario, however, it will be 
more convenient to use world coordi-
nates just in the working plane of the ro-
bot. The X- and Y-axes of this system are 
embedded in the plane, the Z-axis being 
perpendicular to the plane. The Z-coordi-
nate of all points in this plane will thus 
be zero and will be known for all points 
in the plane. Figure 3 shows the different 
coordinate systems. The complete trans-
formation from the world coordinates (X, 
Y, Z) of an object point to the pixel-coor-
dinates (xD, yD) of the corresponding im-
age point in the image data file may be 
mathematically described by a single 
matrix operation. This mathematical 
camera model contains a number of pa-
rameters, such as the six degrees of free-
dom for the orientation of the camera in 
space, the focal length of the lens and the 
distortion parameter of the lens. Once 
the numerical values of the model pa-
rameters are known, the matrix opera-
tion can be inverted, and world coordi-
nates may be calculated from pixel 
coordinates. There is an important re-
striction, however: pixel-coordinates gen-
erally only give access to the ratios (Xw/
Zw) and (Yw/Zw), but not to the absolute 
values of Xw, Yw und Zw themselves. Since 
two points in space which are on the 

World Coordinates under Control
Image Processing basics: Camera Calibration

Fig. 1: Pick and place in a plane

© anetta/fotolia.com
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shown in figure 4. It contains 
circular objects with excellent 
contrast to the background, 
forming a regular mesh pat-
tern with precise cell dimen-
sions, well-known in absolute 
units. The origin and the ori-
entation of the coordinate 
axes can easily be determined 
automatically. The huge circle 
in the centre defines the ori-
gin, and the small circle and 
the ring structure define the 
orientation of the X- and Y-

same line of sight of the cam-
era will inevitably be imaged 
to the same point on the de-
tector, only the direction can 
be inferred from the pixel co-
ordinates, the distance is lost 
in perspective. Whenever one 
of the three world coordinates 
is known, however, the other 
two may be calculated from 
the ratios.

Calibration

The transformation of the 
world coordinate system from 
workspace to the pixel coor-
dinate system in the image 
data file is parameterized by 
12 or more parameters, de-
pending on the sophistication 
of the model. In general, these 
parameters, like the focal 
length or the distortion 
 parameter, e.g., may be de-
termined by separate and 
 independent measurements. 
Common practice, however, is 
the calibration of the system 
by means of a calibration tar-
get. For this purpose, the 
camera in question takes im-
ages from an object with 
prominent, clearly visible fea-
tures with well-known world 
coordinates in the coordinate 
system of the workspace. The 
positions of the correspond-
ing points in the image are 
ex-tracted by the methods of 
image processing. After this 
operation, the world coordi-
nates of the reference points 
in real space as well as the 
corresponding pixel coordi-
nates are known. The link be-
tween both data sets is pro-
vided by the camera model. 
Since both sides of the matrix 
operation are known, the 
camera parameters may be 
treated as the unknown vari-
ables in the equations. With a 
sufficient number of refer-
ence points, there will be a 
system of equations which 
may be solved for the camera 
parameters. In our labora-
tory, we use a flat calibration 
target tailored to the pick-
and-place-scenario of figure 
1, which can be placed di-
rectly in the working plane of 
the robot. A suitable target is 

Camera model

The regular structure of the 
test pattern supports the au-
tomatic process of establish-
ing the relationship be-tween 
the circles on the target with 
their well-known world coor-
dinates in the system of the 
workspace and the corre-
sponding centers of mass cal-
culated from the image data. 
In figure 4, e. g., an array of 
six by six circles may safely 

axis, respectively. The Z-axis 
is directed perpendicular to 
the plane. The position of the 
circles in the image file is cal-
culated as the centre of mass 
of the segmented objects after 
binarization and labeling of 
the image. The data for the 
positions obtained by this 
method are stable and have 
subpixel-precision. The re-
quirements for homogeneous 
lighting are easily met with 
standard equipment. 
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pick-and-place-plane of the robot, namely 
the Z-coordinate Z=0 for all points in the 
plane, the remaining two coordinates X 
und Y may now be calculated for every 
point in the plane from the pixel coordi-
nates of the corresponding point in the 
image data file by means of the camera 
model.

uncertainty

A simple test of the model is to try to re-
produce the images of those circles on 
the calibration pattern, which themselves 
have been used for calibration. A proper 
figure of merit is the deviation for back-
projection. The camera model with its 
parameters drawn from calibration is 
used to calculate the pixel coordinates of 
the reference points from their known 
world coordinates. These results are 
compared with the pixel coordinates 
taken as centers of mass from the real 
image. Usually, the data will not match 
perfectly, since the calibration is based 
on a regression of a huge set of data 
points with a small set of parameters. 
Both, the mean or the maximum devia-
tion for back-projection are suitable 
measures for the uncertainty of the 
method. In our laboratories, we usually 
obtain back-projection deviations in the 
order of 1/10 to 2/10 of the edge length of 
a pixel for working distances in the order 
of 0.5 m with 8-bit standard analog cam-
eras and off-the-shelf lenses. The uncer-
tainty of the method thus is in the same 
order of magnitude as the uncertainty of 
the position of the centre of mass calcu-
lated for the reference objects from the 
image data. From this point of view, the 
method seems to be well suited. In fact, 
supported by a camera calibrated ac-
cording to these principles, the robot 
shown in figure 1 precisely picks up the 
objects from the tray on the left and reli-
ably places them in the moulds of the 
tray on the right. 

The method described above, which 
utilizes a flat calibration pattern in a 
plane, by no means restricts the calibra-

tion to this plane. The camera is com-
pletely calibrated, as long as the orienta-
tion and position of the system remain 
untouched. In the calibration-plane, how-
ever, the three world-coordinates (X, Y, Z) 
may be completely and absolutely deter-
mined, since the Z-coordinate for all 
points in this plane is equal to zero by 
definition and thus known. Whenever one 
of the three world coordinates for an ar-
bitrary point in the scene is known, the 
two remaining world coordinates may be 
calculated from the pixel coordinates of 
the corresponding point in the image. A 
certain point might hover 15 mm, e.g., 
above the plane where the calibration 
pattern has been placed. If the corre-
sponding image point can be detected 
with good contrast, all three world coor-
dinates can be calculated, since the Z-co-
ordinate is already known, namely Z = + 
15 mm. For the scene shown in figure 1 
such a situation occurs whenever the ro-
bot is forced to pick up an object, since 
the top faces of these objects are not in 
the base plane of the robot where the 
calibration target usually is placed but 
rather pop up some millimeters – with 
interesting results when this particular 
fact is not taken into account. 

The calibration procedure described 
in this article is based on the work of 
Lenz [1] and Tsai [2], published in 1987. 
It is remarkable that these fine methods 
needed 20 years to be generally acknowl-
edged as a tool of the trade and have only 
in the recent years become commercially 
available. Meanwhile, camera calibration 
is a must for every notable image process-
ing library and may well be classified as 
a basic method of image processing. 
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be used to correlate world coordinates 
and pixel coordinates, resulting in corre-
spondences for 36 well-known points in 
real space. The system of equations for 
the 12 camera parameters is thus signifi-
cantly overdetermined and has to be 
solved with adequate numerical meth-
ods. The values for some parameters, the 
pixel dimensions, e. g., can be found in a 
data sheet with sufficient precision. For 
the remaining parameters, an optimized 
set of values will be determined by means 
of a least-square-fit. Suitable mathemati-
cal methods may be cumbersome, but 
are well documented and numerically 
stable. Nevertheless, the result of such 
calculations will be a set of parameters, 
which gives numerical access to the im-
age formation according to the camera 
model. Since one of the three world coor-
dinates is constant and known in the 
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◀  
Fig. 2: Warping by 
central projection 

Fig. 3: Coordinate systems for the transforma-
tion of world coordinates from workspace to 
pixel coordinates in the image data file 

Fig. 4: Flat calibration target with X- and  
Y-axis of the world-coordinate system in the 
base-plane of the robot 
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real-time 3D 
reconstruction 
with Gige Vision
High Speed Gige Camera used in 
real-time 3D Structured light System

In 2006, the university of Kentucky received a grant from the uS Department of Home-

land and Security to develop a method of range sensing for 3D surveillance cameras. The 

resulting product is a high-resolution, real-time 3D system that employs structured light 

illumination as well as high-speed reconstruction methods to form 3D images. 

Structured Light Illumination (SLI) is the 
process of projecting a series of striped 
line patterns so that, viewed from a cer-
tain angle, a digital camera can recon-
struct a 3D model of an object’s surface 
based on the line distortions that occur 
on this object. The system consists of a 
high speed Prosilica VGA resolution cam-
era with Gigabit Ethernet output and a 
projector. The camera was chosen for its 
fast frame rates (up to 200 fps at full 640 
x 480 resolution) and plug-and-play at-
tributes. Camera and projector are sepa-
rated by 10° for optimum area scanning 
results, and synchronized to operate at 
120 frames per second at 640 x 480 res-
olution using an external triggering cir-
cuit. The system is fully scalable and the 
camera optics, projector light brightness 
and viewing angle can be easily changed 
to adapt to a larger scale application.

The system uses a range of three to 
six different alternating linear patterns 
depending on the conditions (i.e. moving 
or stationary object). Each pattern con-
tains 16 pairs of black and white stripes 
(periods) that are projected on to the 
target(s) in a pre-determined sequence 
of flashes at 120 fps. The University of 
Kentucky developed three new pattern 
strategies to ensure the quality and accu-
racy of the 3D reconstruction: A Period 
Coded Phase Measuring and a Dual Fre-
quency Phase Multiplexing pattern that 
unwrap the high frequency phase with-
out projecting more patterns or using 
complicated spatial unwrapping meth-
ods, and an Edge Pattern Strategy that 
increases the signal to noise ratio of the 
system.

While other systems generate 3D point 
clouds on a pixel by pixel basis, the 3D 
Imaging Lab has developed new look-up 
tables that replace the repetitive and 
constraining matrix process and allow 
the system to decode the phase video at 
the full 640 x 480 resolution and 120 
frames per second rate. No recording or 
post-processing is used. The 3D point re-
construction technique is applicable to 
all triangulation-based 3D techniques in-
cluding SLI, stereo vision, laser scan, etc. 
The 3D reconstruction software was de-
veloped in Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 
with managed C++ using the Prosilica 
Software Development Kit. 

The University of Kentucky’s real-time 
3D Structured Light System is fully scal-
able and can be adapted to perform in 
applications in the areas of human com-
puter interfacing, biometrics and secu-
rity, motion scanning and tracking, hand 
gesture, facial recognition, fast 3D mod-
eling, and next generation multimedia. 
The system is available for licensing for 
use in commercial products. 
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Time of Flight (ToF) cameras 

are based on the principle that 

each of the tens of thousands 

of pixels determines the dis-

tance from the camera to the 

corresponding object point via 

a highly accurate time delay 

measurement. Such cameras 

are capable of capturing the 

shape of their surroundings in 

three dimensions in real-time 

at up to more than 50 frames 

per second.

Advantages ToF

Compared to alternative 3D 
measurements techniques, 
TOF offers multiple unique 
advantages. The most impor-
tant ones are the following:

Measurements are neither  ▪
dependent on external 
reference points nor on 
the presence of any con-
trast in the surface of the 
measured objects.
Real time, video frame  ▪
rate measurements are 
possible and are not 
 dependent of scanning 
cycles or limitations im-
posed by computer 
processing power.
The scene illumination is  ▪
provided by the camera, 
and does not require any 
external illumination.
The camera directly de- ▪
livers depth values for 
each pixel, without the 
need for complex calcu-
lation algorithms. This 
results in faster, less com-
putation intensive systems 
and allows for direct in-
tegration of application 
algorithms into the DSP  
of the camera.

3D Data from Time Delay measurement
Time of Flight – How It Works

Larger objects can be mea- ▪
sured easily without any 
 increase in camera base 
length (as it is the case with 
stereo vision systems).

Those advantages have gener-
ated a multitude of new appli-
cations where TOF is better 
suited than alternative 3D im-
aging solutions. Many compa-
nies are considering TOF or 
have already started projects 
based on the TOF technology. 
Following this trend, several 
new companies have started 
activities in developing TOF 
cameras during the past year 
and some of them have even 
released new prototypes lately.

Technical Solution  
remains Challenging

The introduction of a com-
mercial-grade product took 
17 years since the first theo-
retical approaches to TOF 
multi-pixel cameras were 
demonstrated back in 1993. 
First pixel designs came out 
in 1995 and have been imple-
mented into first camera 
demonstrators around 2000. 
It took another nine years un-

For each pixel, the time that 
light needs to travel between 
the camera and the object is 
measured. To achieve this, am-
plitude modulated light is send 
out from the camera onto the 
measured object, the reflected 
light is then collected by the 
lens and projected onto the 
image sensor – thus measur-
ing the time delay between the 
emitted and the reflected light. 
The most important compo-
nents of such a camera are 
the image sensor, the light 
source – most often working  
in the near infrared region – 
the control electronics and the 
 optics. A multitude of camera 
designs and light modulation 
schemes has been developed 
by TOF camera manufactur-
ers, each combination provid-
ing advantages for a given set 
of applications.

ToF raw data are 3D point clouds of the measured scene which have to be 
post-pro-cessed to extract the information of interest
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til first cameras with an acceptable reli-
ability and which met industrial stand-
ards were brought to the market.

Mesa Imaging has been a pioneer on 
this long development road, and is now 
offering a camera that is suited for in-
dustrial applications ranging from parcel 
measurement for logistics, navigation 
systems for autonomous robots to people 
counting for security applications. This is 
a non-exhaustive list of applications that 
shows the diversity of industries in which 
TOF cameras are likely to be used in the 
coming years.

Nevertheless, it is important to realize 
that there is no universal camera that 
fits all these applications, and most often 
off-the-shelf cameras may need some 
customization to fit a given application – 
due to the fact that all camera parame-
ters are extremely linked to each other, 
and often tradeoffs must be made in the 
optimization process.

Tradeoffs between  
Camera Parameters

A typical example is the tradeoff between 
the pixel density of the imager and its ca-
pacity of measuring fast moving objects, 
or its capacity of working in environ-
ments with high levels of background 
light. For a given chip size, increasing 
the pixel density will result in less charge 
storage capacity per pixel, thus less ca-
pacity to collect measurement signal. 
This will have the effect of decreasing 
the camera’s capacity to suppress back-
ground light, of decreasing the camera’s 
dynamic range and finally of decreasing 
the camera´s ability to measure moving 
objects precisely.

A second good example is the modula-
tion scheme and the modulation fre-
quency of the emitted light that is used 
by the camera. Not only does the modu-
lation frequency affect the measurement 

▲  ToF cameras from the Sr4000 product line are  
designed for the use in an industrial environment and 
are available for a measurement range up to 10 m 

▼  The industrial grade Sr4000 ToF sensor provides a high dynamic  
range and continually self-calibrates while in operation
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range, it is also affects the accuracy of 
the camera: a modulation resulting in a 
longer measurement range will also re-
sult in lower measurement accuracy. 

A final example is the tradeoff be-
tween field of view and angular resolu-
tion of the camera. For a given number 
of pixels, increasing the field of view will 
result in a lower angular resolution.

Standard Camera with broad  
range of Applications

These examples illustrate that a successful 
implementation of a TOF camera in a cus-
tomer specific application resides in the 
choice of the best tradeoff between these 
interdependent camera parameters. Most 
challenging in finding the right camera 
configuration is to understand the minimal 
requirements for the given application. 

Mesa Imaging, as a leading supplier of 
TOF cameras, can build on extensive ex-
perience gained in a multitude of TOF 
imaging based customer solutions. In or-
der to serve the diversity of market 
needs, Mesa has meanwhile released 
four variations of industrial grade 
SR4000 TOF cameras, thus covering a 
broad range of diverse applications and 
customer requirements.
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To choose the right lighting specialists advise users to employ the experience and  

know-how of experts. often, the user underestimates the importance of this crucial 

 system’s component. Actually, the quality of an image depends mainly on the selected  

lighting. The differences between leD and laser systems as well as their application  

areas are presented in the following article.

According to the experts of Laser2000 
about 90 % of all illumination systems for 
2D machine vision systems are based on 
LEDs. This is due to the fact that LEDs 
are available in many different colors, 
performance categories and designs. 
Furthermore, they are good alternatives 
to traditional illumination by short-lived 
halogen lighting, xenon sources or fiber 
optics. While LEDs are produced by the 
million, the possible light output that can 
be generated by the micrometer-sized 
semi-conductor chips is increased almost 
by the month. Thus, LED strip illumina-
tion can achieve extremely high values of 
up to 3 kW or several million lux. By now 
complete cinema projectors can be re-
placed by an LED cluster with the re-
spective optical features and even a 
clearly increased signal to noise ratio at 
a projection over several square meters 
of homogenously lighted area can thus 
be obtained. For this high output, work-
ing with air convection alone usually 
does not suffice for cooling the electronic 
components and light sources. Active wa-
ter cooling is required for this. However, 
it can usually be conducted within a com-
pact internal circuit and is already in-
cluded in the scope of delivery. 

Strong Varying Standard leDs

In the traditional lighting, standard LEDs 
– so-called T-Packs – are usually used. 
The low price for each individual LED fu-
els a company’s wish to become their 
own lighting developer and producer. 
However, results often are less than per-

fect, because the LEDs have different 
wavelengths and therefore colors, and 
different output and radiation character-
istics, even if they were manufactured in 
a single batch. Large companies may use 
suitable LED measuring stations to mea-
sure the values mentioned above and 
thus select the right LEDs. Companies 
that don’t want to deal with this effort 
and the related five-digit investment can 
contact a specialist trader who is able to 
recommend suitable lighting from a large 
selection of different possible types of il-
lumination independently of the manu-
facturer, and who also offers manufac-
turer’s warranty for these products.

The characteristic LED data allow for 
an approximate estimation and compari-
son to traditional lighting. Unfortunately, 
the values stated in lux, lumen and sterra-

dian are not really significant. On-site live 
testing is required to include environmen-
tal influences. Specialist traders usually 
offer this free of charge to help their cus-
tomers choose the right lighting and to 
adapt this lighting where required.

Highlighting the right features of an 
object, a suitable illumination and the re-
spective camera or filtering technique 
has to be combined. Depending on the 
application, homogenous lighting can be 
achieved through “coaxial lighting” or 
“dome lighting”. In other cases, directed 
light may be used as incident light or in a 
dark field. Strip illumination is used to 
recognize the structure of band material 
or to conduct width and profile measure-
ments. 

In the Spotlight
lighting for 2D and 3D Imaging

Fig. 1: Schematic  
section of a leD

▼ Fig. 2: The homogenous laser line is  
distributed evenly through contours and  
returns information about the gap width
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laser: the more Powerful lighting

With a few optical tricks LED systems 
can be employed as strip illumination. 
However, due to the broad spectrum of 
light, efficient focusing is only possible 
for a limited range of distances and ar-
eas. While LED systems must be in the 
kilowatt range of light and power to gen-
erate a strip, lasers need no more than a 
few milliwatts for the same light output, 
reducing both cost and CO2 emissions.

In addition to the convincing result in 
total cost of ownership, lasers can be 
used efficiently as tiny light sources that 
can highlight features within a light sec-
tion measurement on robot systems or in 
narrow working areas.

The homogenous laser line is distrib-
uted evenly through all forms, contours 
and profiles to return geometric infor-
mation. Laser light can be used to deter-
mine distances (see fig. 2) and heights of 
edges (see fig. 3). Laser light is mono-
chrome light that can be isolated almost 
completely from light generated by any 
other sources using band-pass filters. 
Different lasers directed at the same ob-
ject can be analyzed separately when 
band-pass filters are used. 

Monochrome wavelengths and light 
coherence permit focusing lasers on a 
strip section of a few micrometers. State 
of the art methods also permit creating 
telecentric strip illumination to see tiny 
features. Figure 4 shows this procedure 
used for inspecting soldering contacts.

Not all lasers are equal. Their differ-
ences become obvious where details are 
concerned. The core of any laser system 
is its light source: the laser diode. Laser 
diodes are produced by the million for 
different applications, just as LEDs. 
Batches vary to a great degree. Laser 
water levels or laser pointers never need 
to be active permanently. On the other 
hand, premium laser systems for ma-
chine vision are subject to more profes-
sional criteria than those developed 
mostly for applications centered on align-
ing and positioning. These low cost lasers 
are reasonably used in practice to posi-
tion parts for different crafts, such as 
cloth for sewing, wood for cutting or to 
position patients in a CT or during sur-
gery.

Full Power till the end

Georg Powell is the inventor of the lens 
that bears his name and generates a ho-
mogenous line (see fig. 5). For premium 
lasers, each lens is still ground manually 
to adapt it perfectly to the laser diode. 
Laser diodes differ strongly according to 
the quality of their optical features. The 
beam width of laser diodes may vary by 
as much as 20 %. Because of this, molded 
optics, i. e. optical lenses pressed in large 
amounts, can never warrant consistent 
quality.

Not only grinding, but also a great 
number of other parameters must be 
taken into consideration for a laser that 
is supposed to retain its output over 
many years. While LED systems lose their 
power slowly, lasers that are set to a con-
stant output will retain this output to the 
end of their live-span. 

Beam stability is an important param-
eter; it determines how well the laser re-
mains focused on one spot once adjusted. 
Premium laser systems can reach values 
of up to 10 µrad/°C. This means that, at a 
distance of one meter, the laser line 
moves by 10 µm per degree Celsius.

For example, if a simple standard la-
ser with 0.1 mrad beam stability is used 
and the temperature varies between 
17 °C and 32 °C, the strip projected at a 
distance of 2 m will deviate by 3 mm 
from the field of view. The problem is 
that this motion can never be repro-
duced, because it is subject to several 
parameters. 

Laser 2000 gained decades of experi-
ence in the different areas of industrial 
lighting techniques. This knowledge is 
integrated into the company’s products 
to ensure high quality lighting and sup-
port.
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Fig. 3: The height of 
edges can be detected 
by laser systems

▲ Fig. 4: The telecentric 
strip illumination allows 
inspecting tiny features
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orthopedists have traditionally relied on taking 

impressions or plaster casts of their clients’ feet 

to manufacture foot orthoses. This method can 

lead to incorrect manufacture of the orthosis, 

since even tiny errors in measurement are mag-

nified at each stage of the process. The elabo-

rate procedure may also take up to 150 differ-

ent steps until a perfectly fit “custom-made” 

shoe is ready.

In 2007 Elinvision, a Lithua-
nia-based manufacturer of 
measuring and control de-
vices, computer vision systems, 
and 3D scanners, launched a 
3D foot scanner that uses la-
ser scanning technology and 
the laser triangulation method 
to capture within seconds a 
2D color footprint and 3D scan 
of a naked foot up to 40 cm 
long. The non-contact scan-
ner is fast, precise, and more 
comfortable for the patient 
than traditional casting meth-
ods. The 3D “digital cast” pro-
vided by the system is accu-
rate to within 0.25 mm, and a 
complete scan of one foot 
takes just up to 20 seconds, 
depending on the scanning 
accuracy.

Pictures from All Directions

Laser scanning technology 
projects one or more thin and 
sharp laser stripes onto 3D 
objects. Elinvision’s system is 
composed of the laser, the op-
tical system, and the light 
sensor, and is moved across 
the object to digitize the sur-
face. The 3D foot scanner uses 
four laser projectors and 

The entire foot shape is 
measured from below (for the 
sole) and from above (for the 
span) by taking pictures from 
all directions as the subject 
stands on a glass surface. The 
scanning unit, which is com-
prised of the laser projectors 
and cameras mounted to a 
linear motion system, moves 
along the length of the foot 
during the scan. Four high 
quality uniform laser lines 
are projected onto the human 
foot and its profile is digitized 
very accurately at 30 frames 
per second. 

High Speed Cameras

Image capture is performed 
using Point Grey Firefly MV 
IEEE 1394a (FireWire) digital 
cameras, which utilize wide-
VGA 1/3-inch global shutter 
CMOS sensors from Micron. 
The board-level Firefly MV’s 
are equipped with M12 lens 
holders and Pentax TS412A 4 
mm microlenses. “We selected 
the Firefly MV cameras by 
Point Grey primarily due to 

one Step Ahead
3D Scanner for the Custom-made Shoe

eight cameras for the 3D sur-
face scanning and line-shape 
lighting and a color camera 
for the acquisition of the 2D 
color footprint. “A key advan-
tage of using laser scanning is 
that it is not sensitive to am-

bient light,” says Dr. Rimas 
Adaškevičius, Project Man-
ager at Elinvision. “This 
means that special ambient 
lighting is not required, and 
the scanner can be operated 
in normal office conditions.” 
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tom-fit shoe can be on its way 
to the patients within just a 
few days.”

their excellent quality and high 
speed in combination with the 
currently most affordable 
price in the market,” says Dr. 
Adaškevičius. “Their extremely 
small board-level footprint 
was also useful for minimizing 
the size and weight of the over-
all system.” The scanner uses 
monochrome cameras for the 
3D scanning and color cam-
eras for the 2D color footprint. 
The cameras simultaneously 
stream 8-bit raw uncom-
pressed images over the 
FireWire interface to the host 
system, an IMBA-X9654 indus-
trial computer board by IEI 
Technologies Corp. The host 
system is equipped with three 
Point Grey IEEE 1394a 3-port 
FireWire interface cards, al-
lowing all nine cameras to be 
connected into a single PC. Im-
age acquisition from the Fire-
fly MV’s is automatically syn-
chronized by the cameras 
themselves. The interface 
board for motion and lighting 
control was developed by Elin-
vision.

3D Shape reconstruction

Images are received by the 
host system and processed 
using Elinvision’s software, 
which creates a point cloud of 
geometric samples on the sur-
face of the foot from eight dif-
ferent views, performs regis-
tration of the point clouds and 
meshing, and finally estimates 
the geometric parameters. 3D 
shape reconstruction is ob-
tained by rectification and 
collation of the laser profiles 
from subsequent frames of 
the sequence. To get the full 
3D shape without missing ar-
eas, including the small de-
tails around the undercuts of 
the human foot, the target is 
digitized from different as-
pects and reunited using an 
overlap automatic process. All 
processing of the raw scan 
data and foot shape recon-
struction routines are per-
formed on the scanner com-
puter module. With the 3D 
foot scanner, the host compu-
ter with LAN interface is used 
for scanner control, display-

ing an accurate image and 
comprehensive measurement 
information in multiple views. 
The optimized final 3D model 
is created based on the 3D 
models of the foot. A CNC mill-
ing machine is able to pro-
duce a physical master of the 
final 3D model, which is used 
to produce the actual shoe.

3D Foot Scanners around 
the World

As a joint collaboration with 
Ortho Baltic, one of the larg-

est manufacturers of ortho-
pedic devices in Europe, cus-
tom-made orthopedic foot-
wear can be ordered via the 
Internet. Digital casts can be 
e-mailed to manufacturers 
anywhere in the world, al-
lowing the clinician to take 
advantage of the most attrac-
tive technologies, products 
and prices in a global mar-
ketplace. “Our 3D foot scan-
ners are installed in ortho-
pedic clinics around the 
world,” says Dr. Adaškevičius. 
“This way, the perfectly cus-
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The complex relation between machine vision and motion control is shown tellingly in 

trajectory prediction of flying objects based on stereoscopic vision and subsequent catch-

ing of these objects out of the air. To achieve this, detection system, vision software and 

motion controller need to be integrated into a superordinate system.

1686, Isaac Newton wrote the “Philos-
ophiae Naturalis Principa Mathematica” 
and thus established the field of theoreti-
cal physics. In this book he also docu-
mented his law of gravitation. Newton 
was the first to formulate laws of motion 
being valid for both, earth and space. The 

gravitation determines orbits of planets 
as well as it is responsible for objects to 
fall. The trajectory of an object is calcu-
lated by using Newton’s law of gravita-
tion knowing the initial angle and speed. 
This is done now also with an automa-
tion system, even without knowing the 

initial values: Two industry cameras de-
tect a flying object, the analysis software 
identifies its trajectory and calculates on-
line the estimated position where the ob-
ject will hit the ground. From this data, a 
PC determines the motion profile of a 
2-axis positioning system, which moves 
to the target position at a high dynamic 
rate and then there catches the object. In 
machine vision mainly custom-built soft-
ware is used, as it is also the case here 
for calculating the spatial trajectory data 
based on camera information. The inte-
gration into a superordinate system is 
usually difficult. The solution is LabView, 
a programming platform by National In-
struments. By using this platform, engi-
neers can design their own machine vi-
sion software based on LabView libraries 
and integrate these in a superordinate 
automation project. This way software 
developers are able to realize an all-pur-
pose programming concept.

machine Vision and motion Control

The automation system for detecting and 
catching flying objects is set-up as a test 
rig in the Laboratory for Measurement 
Technology and Control Engineering of 
Fachhochschule Coburg. There, the engi-
neers demonstrate the complex relation 
between machine vision and motion con-
trol. Automated guided vehicle systems 
(AGVs) in factories, handling applications 
using motion control, and vision-guided 
robots are only few examples for the in-
creasing importance of machine vision to 
control autonomous motion sequences.

The test rig’s stereoscopic vision sys-
tem works with two industry-grade cam-
eras capturing images consecutively. 
They are processed on a dedicated PC 
with high  performance algorithms from 
the Labview Vision Development Module. 
From these processed data, the trajec-
tory is predicted and the target coordi-
nates for the 2-axis positioning system 
are calculated. The coordinates are sent 
to the motion control unit which actuates 
the converter modules for the two servo 
motors. All components communicate via 
the Ethernet standard Profinet IO.

Getting the Coordinates

If metric position data in three spatial di-
mensions are required of a vision system, 
simple calibration methods are no longer 
sufficient. An alternative is the stereo-
scopic image acquisition by using two 

The Force of Attraction
3D object recognition and motion Control

The test rig: A 2-axis 
positioning system 
catches flying objects 
using machine vision

The single components of 
the automation system 
communicate via Profinet 
Io
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era. These first steps can be 
done quickly using the Lab-
View Vision toolkit. Merging 
2D-center coordinates in a 
common 3D coordinate sys-
tem as well as calculating the 
motion trajectory and deter-
mining the target position of 
the object must be imple-
mented individually. Due to 
many powerful scientific func-
tions of the standard LabView 
programming language this 
can be done in a compact and 
clearly structured graphical 
program. The processing time 
for the large volume of image 
data on a state-of-the-art 
multicore PC is down to only 
few milliseconds.
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different capture positions to 
identify the object’s trace 
mapped on the respective im-
age sensor. This mapping can 
be described mathematically 
based on the pinhole camera 
model. To merge the inde-
pendent image data in one 
combined coordinate system 
the adjustment of both cam-
eras to each other must be 
exactly known. Once this in-
formation is available the 
three metric spatial coordi-
nates of the object can be cal-

culated. In this way the target 
coordinates for the mechani-
cal unit can be predicted un-
ambiguously.

Several steps of image 
processing and data evalua-
tion are necessary to imple-
ment this process. At first the 
moving target object must be 
separated from the static 
background. A subsequent 
particle analysis determines 
the centre coordinates of the 
object in the pixel coordinate 
system of the respective cam-
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Standard systems are going beyond them-

selves: With the new open uDC interface 

for integration of individual algorithms 

system developers are now able to adapt 

the systems faster to new applications. 

Furthermore, system integrators as well 

use the chance to customize the standard 

systems by enhancing the standard to-

wards the application needs and the 

customer’s wishes and thus offer their 

customers added value.

With a Special Flavor
Standard machine Vision System excels beyond Standards

ponents, from up to 12 cameras per con-
troller to the software, are optimized to 
work together flawlessly.

The machine vision software Vision 
P400 provides comprehensive inspection 
methods from gray value edge detection 
via contour matching to OCR or 1D and 
2D code readers. The inspection tools re-
quired for each application are simply 
drag-and-dropped into the images. 

Adaptable

For various requirements, Vision P400 
offers customizable interfaces that allow 
the software‘s basic range of functions to 
be expanded. These interfaces are not 
only available to Panasonic‘s own devel-
opment team, but system integrators 
with experience in developing machine 
vision algorithms can access them, too.

The ActiveX interface has proven its 
worth already for several years. Many 
tasks can be handled via the ActiveX in-
terface and could best be summed up 
under the term „customized interfaces“. 
Such tasks might include implementing 
exotic robot protocols or sending e-mails 
automatically in correspondence with 
inspection results. On-site operators 
could take advantage of customized user 
interfaces, for example by adapting in-
terfaces from other components with 
which they are already familiar, with any 
number of languages, or for purposes of 
corporate identity. In such scenarios a 
P400 is at work on the inside of the in-
spection systems without this being ap-
parent from the outside. The ActiveX in-
terface is a universal interface that can 
be used with practically all program-
ming languages.

For more than 20 years now, Panasonic 
has demonstrated with its vision systems 
that many ordinary applications can be 
realized with standard systems. „Stand-
ard system“ here refers to a vision sys-
tem that is not only optimized for one 
particular task but rather comes with a 
multitude of universal algorithms that 
simply need to be configured by the ap-
plication engineer. Based on this defini-
tion, the machine vision system P400 de-
veloped by Panasonic is at first glance a 
standard system. However, P400 has re-
defined „standard“ by offering „some ad-
ditional flavor.“

The P400 systems are equipped with 
several PC-based controllers of various 
performance classes as well as with the 
corresponding software Vision P400. 
Hence hardware and software are sold 
as a complete system, meaning all com-

Fig. 1: The system 
Vision P400’s 
measurement 
data are directly 
transferred in an 
excel spreadsheet
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open Interface with uDC

Relatively new is the possibility to create 
own inspection algorithms for Vision 
P400. These „User Defined Checkers“ 
(UDC) were developed last year so that 
specialized inspection algorithms could 
be applied quickly without having to im-
plement or maintain them directly in Vi-
sion P400. Originally this was intended to 
simplify the „customizing“ jobs of Pana-
sonic‘s own development team. However, 
system integrators‘ interest was soon 
piqued by this open interface, of which 
they could likewise take advantage. 
Hence, custom inspection tools could be 
developed with little effort and integrated 
almost seamlessly into the P400 user in-
terface. The complete hardware and all 
standard software features, which in-
deed control important functions such as 
image acquisition and interface output, 
can be retained without having to per-
form new system tests. This is an impor-
tant cost-saving factor. Several custom 
applications were solved with P400 al-
ready during the development phase of 
the User Defined Checker that would 
have otherwise required much more ex-
pensive software solutions. Experienced 
system integrators are already making 
good use of the universal and flexible op-
tions the UDC offers. 

Just like the software, the hardware 
also offers a good degree of flexibility, 
 especially when it comes to cameras 
 beyond Panasonic‘s standard product 
range. The standard type cameras are 
certainly the first choice since they have 
been tested extensively together with the 
hardware and software. However, cus-
tomized applications that require ther-

mal images, X-ray images or resolutions 
above 5 megapixels can be solved in this 
way. Line scan cameras have also been 
introduced with P400 while providing a 
customer with a customized solution. 

real-life examples

Only a few lines of code demonstrate how 
easy it is to use the ActiveX interface. Vi-
sion P400 installs a so called ActiveX con-
trol element. This control element can be 
used by Microsoft Excel via VBA and 
macros. In this way, Excel can conduct 
machine vision operations. Figure 1 
shows an example from the factory floor. 
At a semi-automatic work station for part 
measurement within statistical process 
control, all values from each part mea-
sured by P400 are written into a protocol 
and saved. The protocol can be formatted 
in Excel as desired to conform to ISO 
guidelines and then saved as a template. 
Machine vision operation is triggered at 
the push of a button, and measurement 
values determined by P400 are written 
directly into the Excel sheet via a simple 
VBA macro. Statistics, trend diagrams, 
etc. are displayed immediately. Then the 
document is sent to a printer and saved. 

Vice versa, many parameters in Vision 
P400 can be set via the ActiveX control  
element. In this way the user program 
can load application data, receive image 
data, move inspection tools or request 
and set threshold values, for example. 
Hence, sophisticated machine vision ap-
plications can be customized with rela-
tively little effort to be linked to optimized 
user interfaces for on-site operators. Fig-
ure 3 illustrates an application for differ-
entiating molded parts.
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Conclusion

Panasonic considers itself not only as a 
mere supplier of components but as a 
company that offers complete, compre-
hensive solutions. In the area of machine 
vision a development team works on cus-
tomized solutions based on Panasonics’ 
own hardware and software. P400‘s flex-
ibility for expansion and customization 
resulted from years of experience in the 
industry. What‘s new is that now system 
integrators have an interface at their dis-
posal with which they can link the stand-
ard system to their individual program, 
which allows them to offer their custom-
ers a significant added value at compar-
atively little cost. 

Fig. 2: The code lines which are necessary for writing  
the measurement data in an excel sheet

Fig. 3: The customized user interface provides the on-site operator with the most  
important data of the running production process at a glance
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Compact Gigabit ethernet Camera
Matrix Vision introduces its newest 
member of the Gigabit Ethernet ca-
mera series: mvBlueCougar-X. The 
camera is full of extra features and 
design highlights. For example, the 
very compact and high quality 
housing is fit for industrial use and 
features lockable connectors. The 
mv-BlueCougar-X series will cover 
various applications with its wide 
range of highly sensitive CCD-/
CMOS-color and gray scale sensors. C-Mount, CS-Mount as well as S-Mount lenses 
are supported. The camera series has a 14-bit analog-to-digital converter for highest 
dynamic range and a high signal-to-noise ratio. With its 32 MB camera memory, it is 
possible to acquire images and image sequences and to uncouple transfer from ac-
quisition. 

Matrix Vision GmbH 
Tel.: +49 7191 9432 0 · info@matrix-vision.de · www.matrix-vision.de

High resolution Vision Sensors
Cognex has added two new high resolution models to its award-winning line of 
Checker vision sensors. The new Checker 3G7 features 752 x 480 pixel resolution for 
better inspection of small features and 
high intensity white LED illumination 
for optimum image contrast. The Che-
cker 3G7 can be configured as either a 
presence or measurement sensor and 
can detect and inspect up to 800 parts 
per minute. All Checker 3G models re-
quire no PC for set up, and can be con-
figured in a matter of minutes using the 
SensorView teach pendant and One-Click Setup feature. The new Checker 272 offers 
the same resolution and lighting features as the 3G7 plus a ladder logic editor, enco-
der-based part tracking, and additional IO. The Checker 272 includes both Presence 
and Measurement sensors. 

Cognex 
Tel.: +33 1 47 77 15 21 · sales@cognex.fr · www.cognex.com

Schneider Kreuznach employs new Production Technology
Schneider Kreuznach is using new, sophisticated production processes to 
achieve reduced tolerances and, for the first time, a real lenses resolution of 2 
micron. These features enable the new Micro-Symmar 2.8/50 special lenses to 
offer outstanding homogenous image performance across the entire image 
field. The lenses have been enhanced for 3.5-time enlargement and have a 60 
mm field of image. The proven V-interface guarantees smooth adaptation to a 
wide range of camera systems. The entire construction has been designed to 
meet the high demands of typical industrial applications to ensure reliably safe 
use, as well as a long lifetime. The high light intensity of f/2.8 allows short ex-
posure times, while the short focal distance of 50 mm enables a compact sys-
tem set-up for typical applications in flat rail inspection and micro measuring 
technology.

Jos. Schneider Optische Werke GmbH 
Tel.: +49 671 601 0 · sales@schneiderkreuznach.com  
www.schneiderkreuznach.com

Vision Sensor with motion Protocol
The SRV vision sensor from Schunk is capable of 
fulfilling a broad range of image processing 
tasks. The main task of the SRV is position 
measuring and determination of the orienta-
tion of a gripped object. In addition, compo-
nents can be monitored for completeness and 
the presence of a particular feature as well as 
controlling assembly processes. The SRV com-
bines not only camera and objective, but also 
LEDs and an on-board image evaluation unit, including software 
and interfaces, all in a compact housing. In the simplest scenario it is sufficient to 
connect the sensor to a power supply and teaching of the device is done directly on 
the device with two buttons. For more complex tasks, external yet efficient and intu-
itive software is available. The sensor offers a high resolution of 720 x 480 pixels. 
Three fixed working distances of 150, 300 or 450 mm are available as well as three 
different illumination colors: red, blue and infrared. 

Schunk GmbH & Co. KG 
Tel.: +49 7133 103 0 · info@de.schunk.com · www.schunk.com

Gige and uSb industrial cameras with new HDr sensor
The German machine vision specialist IDS announces the release of a newly develo-
ped HDR sensor for their USB and GigE industrial camera series. The monochrome 
HDR sensor uses a different functio-
nality and applies a real logarithmic 
curve. This technology allows captu-
ring images with ultra-high contrast 
and a dynamic range of over 120 dB, 
which is about 1,000 times more 
than conventional CCD sensors can 
provide. As a result, GigE cameras of 
the uEye HE series can read out and 
process the full 12-bit color depth, 
for example. The FX4 HDR sensor is 1/1.8“ in size and captures up to 50 frames per 
second at a resolution of 768 x 576 pixels. The HDR cameras thus open up many 
new possibilities for applications that have very high brightness differences, such as 
traffic surveillance or industrial welding.

IDS Imaging Development Systems GmbH 
Tel.: +49 7134 96196 0 · info@ids-imaging.de  · www.ids-imaging.de

makes orthopedic Diagnosis easier
With the aid of high-speed Pike cameras and SIMI Motion Software, doctors and sci-
entists are researching musculoskeletal dysfunction and can already offer new thera-

pies to patients, tailored to their in-
dividual needs. SIMI Reality Motion 
Systems provides innovative soft-
ware and systems for motion cap-
ture applications, working not only 
with animation studios but also with 
competitive athletes, researchers 
and medical facilities who need pre-
cise tools for evaluation of motion 

sequences. With SIMI Motion, SIMI has developed a system for precisely evaluating 
a patient’s sequence of movements within the framework of orthopedic or neurolo-
gic diagnosis and treatment. The system analyzes video data from one or more digi-
tal cameras and generates crucial data such as joint angles, accelerations, axle sym-
metries, and joint torque or stress. Data can be compared with standard values in 
biomedical literature to identify possible dysfunctions. 

Allied Vision Technologies GmbH 
Tel.: +49 36428 677 0 · info@alliedvisiontec.com · www.alliedvisiontec.com
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„look up. look up and to the left. look to the left.”… The ophthalmologist wears a light 

source and a binocular on a headband and looks through the pupil with a magnifying lens 

in order to examine the fundus of the eye. Anyone who has ever visited an eye-care practi-

tioner will be familiar with this examination. Frequently, the pupil is artificially dilated with 

drops. As a result, the eyes will be uncomfortably sensitive to light for hours afterwards. 

Ophthalmoscopy is a routine examina-
tion for registered ophthalmologists. Ex-
amination of the fundus is also used for 
diagnosis by general medical practition-
ers, e. g. in order to detect high blood 
pressure. For this reason, all students of 

medicine have to learn how to perform 
ophthalmoscopy. Handling of the oph-
thalmoscope and correct positioning of 
the magnifying lens require a good deal 
of practice. The ophthalmologist must 
first find the correct line of sight with re-
spect to the pupil and must then position 
the magnifying lens at the correct dis-
tance between himself and the patient. 
To make matters more difficult, the im-
age produced is upside down and in-
verted, so that the magnifier has to be 
moved contra-intuitively. 

In cooperation with the Eye Clinic of 
the University of Frankfurt and the De-
partment of Computer Science of the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg, the Mannheim-
based company VRmagic has now 
developed an augmented reality simula-
tor that allows medical trainees to prac-
tice both handling the ophthalmoscope 
as well as diagnosis of retinal diseases. 

Augmented reality means that computer-
generated images are incorporated into 
real scenes in real time. For the user, the 
difference between the real and the vir-
tual image levels is hardly perceptible. 

The simulator developed by VRmagic 
consists of data eyeglasses – the so-called 
head-mounted display –, a patient model 
head, a freely movable magnifying lens 
and a PC with touch screen for system 
control. The user sees the genuine real-
time video image with the model head 
and hand-guided lens through the head-
mounted display. In addition, the virtual 
images of the visible part of the inside of 
the eye are displayed on the lens. “The 
handling and visualization of the simula-
tor should be as close as possible to that 
of a real ophthalmoscope,” says Clemens 
Wagner, Head of Virtual Reality Develop-
ment at VRmagic. “A particular challenge 
of the technical realization was tracking 
freely moving objects. The magnifying ef-
fect of the lens resulted in very high de-
mands for precision.” 

multi-sensor Camera for  
optical Tracking

Various conditions must be met so that 
the fundus area visible depending on the 

Augmented reality Instead of eye Drops
optical Tracking for Data eyeglasses of medical Training Simulator

The augmented reality images for left and right 
eye are output to two separately controlled 
oleDs
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position of the magnifier can be simu-
lated in real time and so that the viewing 
person obtains an effect where the real 
and virtual image levels appear to merge. 
A basic prerequisite is optical tracking of 
the freely guided lens, which must be ex-
tremely precise on the one hand and also 
function robustly under different light 
conditions on the other. Powerful ray 
tracing algorithms and high-resolution 
stereo displays are required for image 
reproduction. The overall system must be 
capable of processing the complex data 
volume with a latency of significantly less 
than a hundred milliseconds so that us-
ers cannot detect the difference between 
the real environment and the simulation 
which then leads to the so-called immer-
sion effect.

For the technical realization of this 
system, VRmagic developed a multi-sen-
sor FPGA camera with four pixel-syn-
chronous sensors, each with a resolution 
of 752 x 480 pixels (W-VGA). Two image 
processing paths are combined in this 
camera: 3D object tracking by two sen-
sors, which track the position of the lens 
and model head, and a stereo see-
through video camera. Only one USB sig-
nal is output. “Integration of the four sen-
sors in one camera permits realization of 
a more compact design, better synchro-
nization of the components and minimi-
zation of latency,” explains Wagner.

FPGA Tracking Cameras

The two tracking cameras are located as 
far apart as possible so that robust 3D 
reconstruction can take place from the 
2D camera images. Infrared LEDs are 
used as tracking markers: There are 
three LEDS on the hand-held magnifying 
lens, which allow reconstruction of the 
position and orientation. Several mark-
ers are used on the model head to com-

pensate for shadows. The LED markers 
are synchronized with the cameras via 
the strobe output. An IR low-pass filter is 
used so that the cameras record only the 
low frequencies of the IR markers. Pre-
processing of the image data already 
takes place on the FPGA chip of the cam-
eras. This includes binarization, removal 
of interference by an erosion filter and 
lossless data compression by run length 
encoding (RLE). The resultant signifi-
cantly compressed data stream is for-
warded to the PC. Blob segmentation, 
marker matching, triangulation and ob-
ject reconstruction then take place here. 

See-through Stereo Camera

The see-through stereo camera consists 
of two simple color sensors that forward 
the recorded image to a PC, where it is 
rendered into the augmented reality im-
age as background texture. IR cut filters 
remove the infrared component in the 
environment and the tracking markers 
from the image to guarantee clean color 
representation. Since the tracking cam-
eras require a short exposure time and 
the see-through cameras a long expo-
sure time, an internal trigger ensures 
that the start of exposure is clock-syn-
chronous for all cameras. Coordination 
of the image data takes place on the 
FPGA of the smart cameras. A 256 MB 
ring buffer is available for this purpose. 

real-time ray-Tracing

The multi-sensor camera evaluates a 
new image every 16 milliseconds at the 
latest. In “low latency” mode, only pack-
ets of four images at a time are accepted 
at once in order to minimize the latency 
of the camera system. If a so-called frame 
drop occurs for a sensor, i.e. an image is 
missing, the images of the other three 

sensors are also discarded and process-
ing continues only with the next com-
plete four-image packet. The video im-
ages of the stereo see-through camera 
are incorporated as background texture 
in an OpenGL graphic image. In a second 
step, an image of the model head and 
lens is inserted. Finally, the simulated im-
age of the visible eye area is rendered on 
the lens. Since it is necessary to simulate 
several optical refractions at the same 
time caused by the magnifying lens, cor-
nea and crystalline lens, VRmagic devel-
oped their own real-time ray tracing 
method for the computer graphics. Ren-
dering takes place on the graphics card. 
The refresh rate currently achieved is 35 
Hz and it is planned to increase this to 60 
Hz in the future. 

Visualization

The calculated augmented reality images 
for the left and right eyes are output to 
two separately controlled micro displays 
in the head-mounted display. OLEDs from 
eMagin are used with a resolution of 800 
x 600 pixels each (S-VGA). A prism opti-
cal system magnifies the image. In this 
way, medical specialists obtain the three-
dimensional image impression that they 
are familiar with from a real ophthalmo-
scope. “The immersion effect is fascinat-
ing,” says Wagner, underlining his satis-
faction with the end product. “The blend 
of real and virtual images is so convinc-
ing that our sensory system has abso-
lutely no reservations!”

The augmented reality interface devel-
oped by VRmagic is a technology plat-
form that is suitable for an extremely 
wide variety of applications in industry 
and science. The multi-sensor FPGA cam-
era is also available as an OEM compo-
nent. This camera is capable of produc-
ing pixel-synchronous images from 
several positions, as required for 3D re-
constructions of moving objects, for ex-
ample.

Author  2
meike Hummerich, Head of Pr

Contact 2
VRmagic GmbH , Mannheim,  
Germany
Tel.: +49 621 400 416 20
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info.imaging@vrmagic.com
www.imaging-vrmagic.com

using a head-mounted display and a model head, physicians can train retinal examination procedures 
in the same way as with a real ophthalmoscope
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Robots do these jobs very well. The U.S. 
military finds that robots detect and dis-
able roadside bombs five times faster 
and with more accuracy than humans.

The requirement for real-time Vision

To be able to perform these missions ef-
fectively, robots need to be able to see 
what’s in front of them and make intelli-
gent decisions about their surroundings. 
Visual awareness is needed for situa-
tional awareness, object detection and 
object avoidance (ODOA), person-track-
ing and person-following.

Providing robots with real-time vision 
is challenging. Robots need a vision sys-
tem that is fast, equipped with high reso-
lution cameras, is at the same time ro-
bust but compact, lightweight, and 
low-power, and is passive in the 

Two configurations of the TYZX 
DeepSea G2 embedded Vision 
System

sense that it does not emit easily detect-
able signals.

Range data – determining the distance 
between the robot and a person, object, 
or feature of the terrain – is vital to all 
three visual categories: situational 
awareness, ODOA, and person-tracking 
and person-following. Robots need ac-
cess to real-time range data in all kinds 
of lighting conditions.

TYZX 3D Vision System

The TYZX G2 Embedded Vision System 
(EVS) is a small embedded vision system 
with low power requirements that deliv-
ers high performance visual analysis at 
up to 30 fps in variable lighting condi-
tions. The G2 EVS works at resolutions of 
a few centimeters or even millimeters, as 
required. It fits in small spaces and draws 
less than 15 Watts of power.

Performing advanced 3D calculations 
in silicon, the G2 EVS gives robots accu-
rate, real-time range data in all three di-
mensions. TYZX ProjectionSpace primi-
tives transform point-cloud data into 
efficient 2D or 3D geometric representa-
tions and rapidly segment a scene into 
relevant objects. 

TYZX and irobot

iRobot Corporation has chosen the TYZX 
G2 EVS for several military robotics re-
search projects requiring real-time vi-
sion and depth-perception. iRobot has 
demonstrated the ability to integrate the 
TYZX G2 EVS onto its PackBot and War-
rior platforms: rugged tactical mobile ro-
bots designed to perform dangerous 
search, reconnaissance and bomb-dis-

robots are proving themselves to be fast, 

efficient, and reliable at performing dan-

gerous missions for military personnel and 

first responders. Autonomous and semi-au-

tonomous robots are being deployed for 

missions such as explosive ordnance dis-

posal (eoD), Hazmat detection, route clear-

ance, structure mapping (surveying build-

ings for hazards), person-tracking and 

person-following, and long-term surveil-

lance (sometimes called “persistent 

stare”). 

Contact 2
TyZX, inc., Menlo Park, Ca, USa
Tel.: +1 650 282 4500
fax: +1 650 618 1510
sales@tyzx.com
www.tyzx.com

modern Warriors
Giving robots real-time 3D Vision for 
 Dangerous missions

An irobot Packbot config-
ured with a TYZX G2 Vision 
System in its payload for 
situational awareness and 
obstacle detection and 
obstacle avoidance

posal missions while keeping troops out 
of harm’s way.

Using TYZX EVS, iRobot military ro-
bots are able to achieve:

Enhanced Situational Awareness via 
3D Visualization – 3D visualization pro-
vides depth perception and a more de-
tailed view of the environment. 

Person Detection and Person Follow-
ing Capabilities – using the TYZX system 
for person detection, iRobot researchers 
are developing advanced autonomous 
navigation algorithms to demonstrate 
person-following capabilities. 

Obstacle Detection and Obstacle Avoid-
ance Capabilities for Increased Auton-
omy – TYZX G2 technology has enabled 
iRobot’s SEER payload for its PackBot 
and Warrior platforms to support auton-
omous ODOA for complex vertical struc-
tures. 

Tom Wagner, Vice President and Tech-
nical Director for iRobot, stated: “The 
TYZX G2 EVS provides our robots with 
the ability to sense and assess the sur-
rounding environment. The G2’s onboard 
processing capability, as well as its lack 
of moving parts, makes it a fitting sensor 
for our PackBot and Warrior platforms. 
Our robots are used in complex terrains, 
and the G2 system provides sensor data 
needed to enable advanced capabilities 
on our platforms.”

The iRobot example demonstrates the 
effectiveness of the TYZX approach to 
real-time 3D vision for robots performing 
hazardous missions.
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reliable Character recognition with 
3D-oCr

Because of the high fluctuation range in 
the character contrast, a reliable solu-
tion with the classical 2D tools is not pos-
sible. No satisfactory results could be 
achieved with complex lighting solutions 
and sophisticated software tools either. 
In contrast, a 3D laser triangulation cam-
era accomplishes the necessary reading 
reliability. Here, a laser line and a fast 3D 
camera are arranged at a certain angle 
to each other to scan the surface of the 
railway wheel. The local deflection of the 
laser beam at the wheel surface is a 
measure of the height or depth at the 
corresponding position. The camera de-
termines the position of the laser beam 
in every single image and supplies the 
height data directly as 3D data for fur-
ther evaluation. To scan the whole cir-
cumference of the railway wheel, either 
the wheel or the camera is rotated. Wob-
ble of the railway wheel of ±10mm dur-
ing rotation must not lead to impairment 
of the read results.

The different wheel diameters require 
the installation of the 3D camera on a 
linear axis which is moved type-specifi-
cally from the OCR station to the correct 
radius before the reading process starts. 
The 3D camera records up to 40,000 im-
ages per revolution of the wheel at an 
image rate of about 4 kHz. From these 
3D raw data, the relevant regions which 
might contain characters are then 
searched for around the whole circum-
ference. Then the individual characters 
are segmented in these regions by means 
of locally adaptive methods, i.e. the sepa-
ration of the character characteristics 
from the background is achieved.

Character recognition with Fuzzy logic

In the next step based on statistical meth-
ods and fuzzy algorithms the character 
which best matches the corresponding 
pattern of the pre-taught character set is 
assigned to every segmented character 
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The Trans-Siberian railroad network is 
the main traffic artery of Russia. With a 
length of 9,288 km the route is the long-
est end-to-end railway connection in the 
world by connecting Moscow with Vladi-
vostok, a city at the pacific. The Trans- 
Siberian Railway was originally built for 
freight transportation; today it conveys 
romance, adventure and the feeling of 
endless vastness to mainly western tour-
ists. Every second day the train No.020 
leaves Moscow’s railway station and 
transits on its way the permafrost soil of 
Siberia. There, the temperature can 
reach values down to –62 °C. For with-
standing these stresses and strains, the 
railway wheels must satisfy strict safety 
criteria. Therefore, the traceability of 
every single railway wheel throughout 
the production process from the first to 
the very last processing step is manda-
tory. Already in the red-hot state every 
railway wheel is marked with a stamped 
six-digit number on the side edge of the 
wheel. Before the first shape cutting, this 
number is read and thus, is linked to the 
production data throughout the entire 
further process. The scaled surface of the 
wheels and the dripping coolant compli-
cate the reading process for any optical 
character recognition (OCR) process. The 
great range of fluctuation in the stamp-
ing also leads to a wide variety of shape 
and size. Ideally the characters are 12 x 
6 mm high with a stamping depth of up 
to 7 mm on railway wheels with an out-
side diameter of approx. 0.7–1.3 m. The 
characters must be searched for around 
the whole circumference of the side edge, 
at a different radius depending on the 
respective type.

Across Siberia
3D oCr Guarantees Traceability of railway Wheels

Snow and Siberia’s permafrost  

soil demand a great deal of the 

russian railway wheels’ quality. 

Safety regulations claim the trace-

ability of every single railway 

wheel. Therefore, a six-digit number 

on the wheel has to be read 

 reliable at any time.  

This is the task of 3D reading 

 stations equipped with laser 

 triangulation cameras.
The stamped characters on the railway wheels 
are used for traceability
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region. The read cycle is final-
ized by transmission of the to-
tal result to the PLC via Profi-
bus DP. The cycle time is 
mainly determined by the 
time for the 3D image acqui-
sition, the actual reading of 
the characters is typically 
done in less than one second.

In order to cover the wide 
range of variations of a char-
acter, a statistical method is 
already applied during the 
teach-in of the character set 
which highlights the common 
features of a character in the 
3D space. The system soft-
ware does not limit the 
number of different variants 
of a character; any number of 
variants of each character 
can be set-up by the customer. 
However, practice has shown 
that a significant improve-
ment of the read result is 
rarely achieved at more than 
25 variants per character.

reading Stations in Practice

The 3D reading stations are 
installed since 2004 in the 
railway wheel productions in 
Nizhny Tagil, Vyksa, Dnepro-
petrovsk and in Spain. The 
experience gained from these 
installations has lead to a 
standard 3D character recog-
nition system of stamped and 
embossed characters for use 

in foundries. Castings such as 
cylinder crankcases, engine 
blocks, etc. usually have the 
specific production data 
(batch number, casting year, 
casting week and shift, cast-
ing tool and mould in the tool 
as well as a drawing number 
and sometimes an index) 
coded as embossed charac-
ters. To trace these parts the 
production data must be read 
automatically or entered 
manually in the first step of 
the process. This can be done 
best and most reliably with 
3D OCR systems since the 
cameras are now available 
with a logarithmic character-
istic and thus a high inde-
pendence of the typical varia-
tions of the surface properties 
in this area is achieved. A 
Data Matrix Code (DMC) in 
which a consecutive number 
is additionally integrated is 
usually applied for further 
tracking of the parts in the 
next process steps. This cod-
ing can then also be read reli-
ably with simple readers in 
the following stations.

The Octum 3D OCR sys-
tems can be used both for sta-
tionary parts (the camera is 

then moved on one or more 
axes) and for parts in motion. 
The 3D sensor (laser, camera, 
lens, Scheimpflug adapter) is 
designed application specific 
so that the best resolution, 
highest dynamic response 
and fastest scanning rate are 
achieved for the given sur-
face. In practice that may eas-
ily amount to up to 5,000 3D 
images per second at a depth 
resolution of up to 10 µm. The 
process integration is also 
custom designed. For that, 
the common industrial inter-
faces are available. At present, 
the user interface is available 
in German, English, Russian 
and Spanish.
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The 3D raw data with height data coded as grey image at
the top and at the bottom, the segmented characters

Any number of variants of a character can be set-up  
by the customer

A laser line and a 
3D camera are 
arranged at a 
certain angle to  
each other inspect-
ing the surface  
via laser triangula-
tion
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Der neue
ZM18 Laser

Z-LASER

Laserbeleuchtung für:
- Bildverarbeitung
- 3D Vermessung
- Triangulation
- Oberflächeninspektion
- Positionserkennung

Features:
- 5-30VDC mit Surge-       
  und Spice- Schutz
- Analoge und digitale       
  Modulation gleichzeitig    
  bis zu 10MHz
- Handfokussierbar
- Bis zu 200mW optische 
  Leistung
- RGB, verschiedene   
  Wellenlängen
- Industrietauglich, IP67

www.Z-LASER.com



The requirements for high-quality parts like plug connectors confront the producers with 

significant challenges for quality management. The fully automatic 100% control through 

inline 3D inspection offers significant advantages here. The 3D inspection system Pulsar, 

developed by the company SAC, allows in combination with the industry-proven image 

processing interpreter Coake the elegant implementation of a 100% quality assurance 

strategy directly into the production line.

More often than not, debugging is frus-
trating and time-consuming, and mostly 
the small and simple components like ca-
bles and plug connectors are inspected 
at last. However, the quality require-
ments for especially security-relevant 
plug connectors are high. The key quality 
criterions are a precise fitting accuracy 
and the coplanarity of the connecting 
pins. If the connecting pins are too short, 
the electrical contact cannot always be 
guaranteed, which may lead to an unpre-
dictable failure. On the other hand, if the 
connecting pins are too long, the housing 
might be damaged at the plugging. Fi-
nally, slightly bent pins usually cause that 
at the plugging these pins are not cor-
rectly positioned over the corresponding 
contact ports and will be completely 
bend.

3D measurement required

Three measurands have to be deter-
mined for the detection and evaluation of 
the described defects: dx (bending hori-

zontally), dy (bending vertically) and dz 
(divergence pin height). For the determi-
nation of these three values, one needs to 
employ a 3D measurement system. One 
of the standard methods for fast and pre-
cise 3D measurement is the light-section 
method which registers the deviation of a 
laser line depending on the object geom-
etry. But, this method is not suitable for 
the application at hand because the con-
necting pins are generally coated with 
gold or tin which leads to disruptive re-
flexions of the laser light. In addition, us-
ing coherent light on metal surfaces re-
sults in strong interference defects, 
so-called speckle pattern, which addi-
tionally distort the measuring result.

new Approach for the 3D Inspection

The new 3D inspection System Pulsar by 
SAC works decidedly more robust. Based 
on the method of projected fringes, the 
system offers high measuring accuracy 
at simultaneously short acquisition time. 
At the same time, the system avoids the 
light-section method’s weakness and re-
duces the mechanical effort for the speci-
men’s positioning many times over. Intel-
ligent interpretation logic determines the 
measurement results for the quality 
grading of the specimen from the 3D data 
according to the respective task. The sys-
tem is therefore suitable for a wide range 
of applications and allows the fast ad-
justment to new inspection tasks.

The core of the system is the pattern 
projection unit: Instead of coherent laser 
light, the measuring area will be illumi-
nated with a LED light source. Thus, in-
terference defects are eliminated right 
away. Modern LED light sources today 
achieve very high intensities of several 
hundred lumens. They are inured to im-
pacts and vibrations and have in com-

parison with conventionally light sources 
an unexcelled durability of several thou-
sand hours.

The different illumination patterns 
are generated by a spatial light modula-
tor: In the process, several hundred thou-
sand micro-mirrors, organized in a ma-
trix form, modulate with digital precision 
the light source’s beam path. One single 
mirror has an edge length of less than 
20 µm. Spatial light modulators have 
switching times of below 100 µs, that re-
sults in more than over 10,000 switches 
per second, whereby very high pattern 
changing rates can be achieved. Also the 
semiconductor production has discov-
ered the small light shaping chips for 
their purposes: Here they are used e.g. 
for the illumination of photolithographic 
masks.

An industry-grade matrix camera cap-
tures the images of the coded light pat-
tern. When using the projected fringes 
technology, the complete image is pro-
cessed at once. In this way the amount of 
image acquisitions can be drastically re-
duced: Only 20 to 40 image patterns have 
to be processed. Dedicated high-speed 
chips are not required anymore and can 
be replaced by sensors with higher im-
age quality. As a result this ensures a fur-
ther degree of freedom for the inspection 
system’s assembly, because optics and 
sensors can be chosen from a wide range 
of machine vision components for every 
case of application. Through the exact 
synchronisation between camera and 
projection unit, high image rates and 
therefore scan times of below one second 
can be achieved, which in turn enables 
reliable inspections within a short cycle 
time. 

under the Hood

The captured light patterns will be trans-
ferred either via CameraLink or 
IEEE1394b to an image processing sys-
tem, where the camera images will be 
decoded simultaneously to the acquisi-
tion. A pre-processing stage removes the 
image noise which every sensor pro-
duces, detects and revises any potential 
decoding errors, and generates a precise 
height-map of the measuring field based 

Simply the better Contacts
Inline 3D Inspection for a 100% Control of Plug Connectors

The classical 2D view of the specimen

Height profile of the specimen: darker areas are 
farther away from the camera
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on the system calibration. Also image dis-
tortions, which are caused by the always 
existing lens distortion of camera and 
projection unit, will be revised and a lin-
earization of the measuring area will be 
carried out. Additionally, the decoding 
stage provides a color-calibrated texture 
image, which allows for dimensional and 
color-metrical inspections with just one 
measurement. Since the color informa-
tion is not captured through color filters 
covering the sensor, as it is usually the 
case, but rather by the variation of the il-
lumination, the complete resolution of 
the b/w-sensor is available on all three 
color channels and the height channel. If 
the measuring data are optimally pro-
cessed, the system generates a texturized 
3D model of the specimen as single mea-
suring points are adaptively connected 
with surface elements. The complexity of 
the 3D model is thereby automatically 
adjusted to the measuring data´s com-
plexity, i. e. that also very high data 
amount can be reduced fast and without 
loss of accuracy. The pre-processing oc-
curs of course fully automatically and 
without any user input. From the speci-
men to the complete 3D model, not more 
than a single mouse click is required. 

Quality Assurance per mouse Click

As soon as the 3D model is generated, 
the industry-proven image processing in-
terpreter SAC Coake proceeds with the 
evaluation. With the 3D functions espe-
cially adapted for industrial inspection 
tasks, the automatic measurement and 
evaluation of 3D models is possible with-
out a huge time exposure: The user once 
sets the features that the system is sup-
posed to inspect (pin height and pin posi-
tions) per mouse click or per specifica-
tion of the nominal coordinate values. 
The permitted tolerances will be globally 
determined for all features or individu-

ally set for any specific features. An in-
spection program combines the single 
steps of the test procedure within one ta-
ble and provides already during the 
teach-in of the inspection program a di-
rect visual feedback: A green check mark 
signals a feature within the predefined 
tolerances (OK), the exceeding of the tol-
erance area will be shown with a red 
check mark (NOK). If during the inspec-
tion process just one of the inspection 
steps registers a negative result, the 
specimen will be classified as defective 
and a corresponding signal will be re-
turned. This can be processed for in-
stance as a 24 V control signal or via 
Profibus to the inspection machine, which 
can react correspondingly, e.g. by dis-
charging the part from the production 
line. Through the graphical teach-in 
functions, it is possible in no time at all to 
adjust the system to new part types or to 
change the inspection tolerances. Of 
course, all measurement results can be 
logged and evaluated statistically. Thus, 
the production process will be transpar-
ent and process fluctuations can be im-
mediately identified and located. Cost in-
tensive recurring defects are thus a thing 
of the past.

The result of the automated inspection: two 
defects are marked red (left: pin bended, right: 
pin too short)

Front view: Detection of a too short pin through 
the determination of the height divergence dz

user interface of the image processing inter-
preter Coake with a 3D model
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“A penny saved is a penny 

earned” says a proverb. This is 

especially true when you are 

concerned with the success of 

your business. Therefore, reach-

ing a high degree of efficiency 

is one of the main goals of a 

company. manufacturing pro-

cesses must be optimized 

 continuously, and costs have  

to be reduced. However, where 

to start with cost savings? 

businesses that produce tubes 

and pipes often mention four 

areas of costs that have a 

serious effect on total costs: 

gauge costs, material costs, 

storage costs and setup costs 

of bending machines. 

Cost optimization of  
Tube manufacturing
Applying Cutting-edge measurement equipment to Improve 
 efficiency 

exemplary calculation of possible savings due 
to replacement of gauges: 

need of new gauges per year  5 pieces at € 2,000 

Cost of maintenance and inspection € 500 per gauge p. a.

Potential savings in first year € 10,000 

Potential savings in second year € 12,500 

Potential savings in third year € 15,000

In order to minimize these 
costs, it pays off to invest in 
modern measuring technol-
ogy today. Based on the ex-
periences of many tube and 
pipe manufacturers, espe-
cially the application of opti-
cal, tube-dedicated measure-
ment equipment gives a good 
return. The camera-based 
measuring system TubeIn-
spect, developed by Aicon 3D 
Systems from Germany, has 
been designed in cooperation 
with users from the automo-
tive industry and accounts for 
the requirements of both 
manufacturing and construc-
tion departments. 

TubeInspect measures a 
tube’s geometry with high-
resolution digital cameras in 
only a few seconds. For this, 
the tube to be measured is 
placed in the measuring cell. 
An illuminated measuring 
plate in the cell ensures that 
all parts of the tube are ide-
ally visible. The digital cam-
eras are positioned above the 

▶ The optical mea suring 
system TubeInspect replaces 

cost-intensive  
mechanical gauges

ralf unger, taking care of  
the quality assurance at König  
metall GmbH & Co. KG in 
Gaggenau (Germany), appreciates 
the fast and effective process 
control with TubeInspect
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measuring plate and acquire 
images of the tube from dif-
ferent directions. Evenly dis-
tributed reference points on 
the measuring plate guaran-
tee for the correct spatial ori-
entation of the cameras. Ai-
con defines their positions 
accurately to a hundredth 
millimeter during the instal-
lation of the system. The re-
sult display is easily under-
standable, also for users 
without technical background. 
Thus it allows for flawless 
evaluation of the measure-
ment. 

But how is TubeInspect 
able to reduce costs?

elimination of Gauge Costs 

Before a tube goes into series 
production, the prototype is 
changed many times with re-
spect to its material and ge-
ometry until it will finally 
meet the requirements. Of 
course, also these prototypes 
have to come under scrutiny. 
This implies, when working 
with mechanical devices that 
an individual gauge has to be 
fabricated for each prototype. 
Depending on the tube, the 
costs for a gauge are between 
€ 2,000 and € 4,000. When-
ever a prototype is changed, 
the corresponding gauge has 
to be adapted, too. Including 
its final inspection by mea-

suring the geometry, this can 
take up to two weeks. Yet not 
only causes the gauge adap-
tation a high amount of costs; 
it also leads to long delivery 
times that are often unaccept-
able for the customer. When 
using TubeInspect, it is possi-
ble to completely renounce to 
manual gauges. The operator 
simply types the new data (X-, 
Y-, Z-coordinates of bending 
points) into the data base of 
the measuring system – and 
after only a few minutes the 
measurement of the changed 
prototype can begin. TubeIn-
spect works as a virtual gauge 
for any type of tube, and it 
can be applied in series pro-
duction, too. 

The possible savings in se-
ries production can easily be 
clarified with the following 
example: Due to five new 
products per year, a produc-
tion facility has a yearly need 
for five new gauges at the 
price of € 2,000 each. Their 
annual maintenance and pe-
riodic geometry check amount 
for approx. € 500 per gauge 
per annum. When applying a 
flexible mea-suring machine 
such as TubeInspect instead 
of gauges, savings of € 10,000 
are generated within the first 
year because no new gauges 
have to be acquired. In the 
second year, the savings ac-
count for € 12,500 as both the 

maintenance costs for the 
gauges of the previous year 
(five gauges for € 500) and 
the investment of € 10,000 in 
five additional gauges for new 
products are omitted. Accord-
ingly, € 15,000 can be saved 
in the third year. 

reduction of Setup Times 
 for bending machines 

In production, a new setup of 
the bending machines is nec-
essary e.g. whenever the 
product is changed. Very of-
ten, well-experienced staff 
members have to attend to 
the setup as it demands great 
skills. And even then it can 
take several hours in case of 
complex tubes. Meanwhile 
production stops. At this point, 
TubeInspect can bail you out: 
With the help of the measur-
ing system, correctional data 
is generated within a few sec-
onds and transferred to the 
bending machines. As a con-
sequence, their setup will only 
last a few minutes. The at-
tained savings can be clari-
fied using the example of a 
typical tube manufacturing 
plant as it is common in the 
supplier industry:

The exemplary company 
disposes of a manufacturing 
capacity of four bending ma-
chines. Thanks to its flexible 
production strategy, it is in the 

Since applying the optical measuring system, Serto AG in Switzerland has been able  
to reduce material costs significantly

- 300 MHz ARM9 Prozessor
- 600 MHz DSP, 4800 MIPs
- FPGA optional
- 128 MB RAM
- 512 MB Flash-Speicher
- Standard Debian Linux
- UBIFS Filesystem
- GCC Cross-Compiler
- Aufl ösungen von 

VGA bis Megapixel

- 100 Mbit Ethernet
- Trigger und Strobe
- USB Host und RS232
- General Purpose I/Os
- Analog-Video-Ausgang

Alle Komponenten von VRmagic
werden über die gleiche API
angesteuert.

Informationen über streaming,
smart und intelligent components
von VRmagic unter:

VRmagic GmbH
Augustaanlage 32
68165 Mannheim
Germany

Telefon  +49 621 400 416 - 20
Fax          +49 621 400 416 - 99

www.vrmagic-imaging.com
info.imaging@vrmagic.com

Intelligent Components von
VRmagic arbeiten autark mit
eigenem Linux-Betriebssystem.
Algorithmen werden über Cross-
Compiler auf die Kamera übertragen.
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position to deliver products in 
small batches right away. Over 
a longer period, setup proce-
dure and time were analyzed 
with and without using 
TubeInspect. During the ob-
served period, every bending 
machine was changed over 
twice a day on average. With 
TubeInspect, the setup time 
could be reduced by 0.75 h. 
The cost of machine down-
time is calculated with €100 
per hour. This results in po-
tential savings of € 120,000 in 
the first year under the as-
sumption of 200 manufactur-
ing days per annum. 

This observation is also af-
firmed by Ralf Unger, respon-
sible for the quality assurance 
at König Metall GmbH & Co. 
KG in Gaggenau (Germany) 
who has applied TubeInspect 
since December 2006. “With 
TubeInspect we are in the po-
sition to monitor our pro-
cesses in a fast and effective 
way as the measuring system 
shows accuracy information 
for the bent tubes after only a 
few seconds. Therefore, the 
approval for production can 
now be given in record time. 
In the past, when the mea-
surement was tactile, we had 
to wait for the approval for a 
really long time. Moreover we 
have reduced the setup time 
of our bending machines con-
siderably. The gained free 
machine capacities mean 
hard cash to us.“ 

reduction of material Costs

Material prices increase  
steadily. Especially the high 
price for steel hits businesses 
where it hurts. Hence the re-
duction of reject parts gets 
more and more important. 
Thanks to the fast setup of the 
bending machines, TubeIn-
spect also pays off in this is-
sue. Joe Girtanner, Director of 
Production at the Swiss tube 
manufacturer Serto AG, re-
ports about his experiences 
with TubeInspect: “The 
number of deficient tubes has 
been strikingly reduced. When 
a new production run starts, 

the second tube meets the re-
quirements. And as we mainly 
manufacture tubes made of 
expensive materials, we 
clearly notice the strong de-
crease of costs in this area.“ 
Serto employs the material 
1.45.71 for example (rust-
acid-resistant, titanium-stabi-
lized stainless-steel) in order 
to manufacture tubes for cof-
fee machines. This material 
has, just as the whole stain-
less-steel market, experienced 
significant price increases in 
the last years. Due to the opti-
mized material consumption, 
Serto can partially absorb the 
increased costs now.

Storage Costs

Particularly companies with a 
high percentage of in-house-
manufactured components 
and with many active prod-
ucts have a huge need for 
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exemplary calculation for savings thanks to 
shorter setup times of the bending machines:

number of bending machines (BM) 4 pieces

number of changeovers per day per BM 2

Time savings per change over  0.75 h

Costs of machine downtime per hour  € 100

number of work days per year  200

Savings p. a. 
e = 2 changeovers x 4 BM x 0.75 h x € 100 x 200 work days 
 = € 120,000

storage because a measure-
ment device must be at hand 
for every tube or pipe. Addi-
tionally, sample tubes are kept 
in order to be able to cope 
with follow-up orders quickly. 
Here, TubeInspect may also 
bring substantial benefits. Not 
only can the system work as a 
virtual gauge and measure 
the manufactured tubes so 
that the use and storage of 
gauges can be avoided. The 
system can also calculate the 
bending data of tubes that 
come without CAD data. For 
this calculation, the operator 
has to use TubeInspect’s func-

Thanks to the clear display of the measuring result, the quality can be
evaluated immediately

tion “master measurement” 
and measure the tube in two 
different positions. Thus 
TubeInspect can automati-
cally generate the bending 
data. These data are then 
saved as nominal geometries 
in TubeInspect’s data base. 

What are the advantages 
of the master measurement? 
Joe Girtanner explains: “In 
the past we had to store sam-
ples of every manufactured 
tube, no matter if the batch 
size comprised 20 or 10,000 
pieces. This was necessary to 
handle follow-up orders rap-
idly. Today we are in the posi-
tion to send back the sample 
tubes to our customers as 
soon as the data are digitally 
saved. As a consequence, we 
have been able to reduce the 
storage capacity tremen-
dously.”

upshot

Especially in view of the cur-
rent economic situation and 
the increasing pressure of 
competition, it is worth to 
work hard on cost reduction. 
For a flexible measuring de-
vice such as TubeInspect, it is 
easy to calculate the return 
on investment. Many users 
realize after this calculation 
that an investment in optical 
measuring technology will 
amortize after only one year – 
and nothing is more convinc-
ing than bare figures. 
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From the idea to the automobile ready for mass production, it is a long way with lots of 

development work. Topometric inspection methods support the prototyping process in the 

automotive industry. meanwhile, these methods are so advanced that they are applied for 

routine tasks in the production process itself.

In spite of advancing simulation tech-
niques, design models for automobiles 
are very often still made of clay because 
the human imagination mostly cannot 
sufficiently cope with computer models 
in 3D. The clay models are prepared on a 
scale of 1:1 or 1:4. Once the design is 
agreed, the next step is to build the pro-
totype, involving a lot of manual work. 
Result is that the tolerances required for 
the final production are not achieved. 
Therefore, the development departments 
request that any imperfections of the 
prototype are captured and compared 
with a CAD model. In close collaboration 
with a leading German car manufacturer, 
Breuckmann has developed a solution 
coping with these very demanding re-
quirements.

Integrated Tracking

For capturing three dimensional sur-
faces, the method of optical triangulation 
is combined with structured illumination. 
A well defined sequence of linear fringes 
is projected onto the object, which are 
then recorded by one or two high-resolu-
tion cameras at different viewing angles. 
This way, lateral resolutions of approxi-
mately 25 µm and depth resolutions up 
to 1 µm can be achieved.

Due to the very tight time constraints 
of the car manufacturer, a preparation of 
the shiny parts prior to the scanning 
process, e. g. with an anti-reflection coat-
ing, is not an option. Measurement accu-

racy within a range of 0.2 mm was re-
quired; the measurement procedure 
should be predominantly automatic. The 
maximum processing cycle is limited to 
20 minutes even for large sized parts. In 
order to fulfill these requirements – time 
constraints, accuracy, handling – a stand-
ard industrial robot is chosen, mounted 
with a Breuckmann white light scanner. 
A large turntable is integrated into the 
set-up for better part handling from all 
angles.

In order to compensate for the limited 
accuracy of the robot, an optical tracking 
system implemented in the naviScan3D 
scanner verifies each scan position dur-
ing the set-up procedure. These positions 
serve as basis for the actual measure-
ment. Since the complete system configu-

ration consists of independent sub-sys-
tems, their thorough calibration and 
co-ordination is essential.

Thorough tests show that a more than 
satisfying repeatability and reproducibil-
ity have been achieved. In reference to a 
sphere of 30 mm in diameter, the probing 
error varies between 0.079 and 0.131 mm 
and the so-called sphere-spacing error is 
limited to 0.2 mm. All values are achieved 
in a measurement volume of 3 x 2 x 2 m3.

Process optimization

Also the tasks at the Wirthwein AG, a Ger-
man manufacturer of plastic components, 
are characterized by their variety: first 
sample inspection, process optimization 
and quality control of various plastic com-
ponents. Main requirements here are the 
analysis of geometry, shape and position 
tolerances and CAD comparison. Figure 2 
shows a plastic component for a car door 
measuring approx. 20 x 14 x 3 cm. The 
material is semi-transparent and in par-
ticular to capture the important “clips” 
components at a very high accuracy is of 
essential significance. The Breuckmann 
stereoScan3D -HE system with a camera 
resolution of 2 x 5 MegaPixel is in opera-
tion since beginning of the year. In this 
particular inspection example, a measur-
ing range of 175 mm is used. The mea-
surement raster is about 50 µm, the reso-
lution limit in Z-direction is 4 µm and the 
feature accuracy is typically below 10 µm. 
Figure 3 illustrates the deviations from 
the CAD model as false color map.

Surface Inspection in  
the Production Process

The surface control of car body outer 
panels is traditionally done by human 
visual inspection. In case defects like blis-
ters, bumps, dents or sink marks are not 
detected during the production process, 
they will only be revealed as shade for-
mations after the painting stage. Obvi-
ously, this causes cost intensive correc-
tion work and considerable wastage. 
Therefore, the goal is to perform a con-
tinuous optical control during the pro-
duction process. With this objective in 
mind, the INB Vision AG in Magdeburg, 
Germany, has developed an in-line in-
spection system which can automatically 
examine even very complex forms and 
shapes. The result is a digital “defect 
map” of the investigated region which 
clearly presents any defects on the sur-

A long Way
3D metrology in Shape and Geometry Analysis 

Fig. 1: The method of optical triangulation
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German car manufacturers 
and components suppliers 
with excellent performance.

Since April 2009, INB Vi-
sion and Breuckmann coop-
erate for this application area. 
Addressing a largely identical 
clientele, the companies com-
plement each other perfectly. 
While Breuckmann special-
izes in geometrical measure-
ments, INB Vision concen-
trates on 3D surface quality. 

Industrial maturity

The technique of optical, non-
tactile recording of three di-
mensional surface data as 
well as the analysis of shape 
and geometry have reached a 
level of maturity, which not 
only allows resolving new, but 
in particular also routine 
tasks in  the production pro-
cess. Given the broad range of 
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applications, the examples 
presented only demonstrate a 
very small, but representative 
selection of the complete pro-
duction spectrum. It is fore-
seeable that topometric in-
spection methods will gain 
more and more importance in 
the future.

◀ Fig. 2: A part for a car door with 
semi-transparent surface character-
istics

Fig. 3: The deviations 
between a real part and 
the CAD model on a  
defect map ▶

face. The faulty areas can also 
be projected back onto the 
actual object (fig. 4).

The configuration for a 
specific part is obtained in a 
short training procedure. On 
the basis of this training data, 
a special algorithm calcu-
lates a virtual reference 
model which is subsequently 
matched against the part be-
ing inspected. Meanwhile, 

these inspection installations 
are in operation at several 

Fig. 4: Defects are marked optically 
at the surface inspection of a 
production process

Falcon LED Lighting Ltd. · Fasanweg 7 · 74254 Offenau
Web: www.falcon-led.de · Phone: 0(049) 7136 9686-0

Newest technology integrated in the microscope stage for reflected and transmitted 
light applications in the field of microscopy: ITK presents the very compact micro-
scope stage LMT100 with an absolute measuring system and controller on-board. 
Time-consuming reference measurements are not necessary anymore. The linear mo-
tor from ITK allows a very fast and precise positioning also in the nanometer area. 
Wear parts like bearings, spindles and end switches are not in the concept, because 
ITK will increase the stability, availability and lifetime of the whole system. 

ITK Dr. Kassen GmbH 
Tel: +49 6441 65005 12 · h.rausch@itknet.de · www.itknet.de

new microscope Stage

laser modules and laser Projectors
Z-Laser presents the new product family 
ZM18. The advanced lasers for the vision, 
measurement, scientific, medical and 
alignment industries are available with 
wavelengths of red, green, blue and IR 
with output powers up to 200 mW. With 
these new lasers, the user no longer has 
to settle for a particular operating voltage 
as they feature 5-30VDC operation, with 
voltage, spike and reverse polarity protec-
tion. At any voltage within this range, the lasers can be modulated both analog and 
digitally simultaneously, at frequencies of up to 20 MHz. This allows the laser inten-
sity to be varied whilst also enabling the laser to be synchronised with a camera or 
other equipment. Furthermore, the sophisticated electronics feature a built-in micro 
controller and serial interface facilitating the logging of temperature, operating hours 
etc.

Z-Laser Optoelektronik GmbH 
Tel.: +49 761 296 44 44 · info@z-laser.de · www.z-laser.com

Fluorescence lifetime Spectroscopy System
Since many years the streak technology is 
well established as the high-end method 
for time-resolved fluorescence spectros-
copy. It is employed in a range of com-
plete measurement systems Hamamatsu 
is offering. The brand-new C10627 streak 
detector is the successor of the well-
known Streakscope detector. It offers two 
big quantitative improvements along the 
above mentioned themes: The streak 
sweep repetition rate is further improved 
by a full order of magnitude. This will give 10 times shorter measurement times in 
case of very weak samples. The maximum photon counting rate is improved by a fac-
tor of about five. This allows shorter measurement times in case of samples with 
stronger emissions. Both improvements extend the capabilities of these systems even 
further, allowing efficient measurements even in most demanding applications.

Hamamatsu Photonics Deutschland GmbH 
Tel.: +49 8152 375 0 · info@hamamatsu.de · www.hamamatsu.de
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All-In-one microscope System
Olympus has introduced the all-in-
one FSX100 fluorescence micro-
scope system to enable even the 
most inexperienced users to create 
high-end research images. The 
FSX100 microscope is designed to 
remove all of the complex steps in-
volved in setting-up and using multi-
channel fluorescence microscopes, 
ensuring that users can concentrate 
on the images and data without any prior microscopy expertise. By coupling high 
quality microscopy and imaging components with precision automation and ad-
vanced software, the Olympus FSX100 presents simplified workflows so that users 
can obtain high quality images and image series by simply: loading their sample; de-
fining their observation mode and regions of interest (ROI); and then capturing their 
images: as straight-forward as Set-Select-Capture. 

Olympus Life Science Europa GmbH 
Tel.: +49 40 23773 0 · microscopy@olympus-europa.com 
www.microscopy.olympus.eu

We´ve researched the 
Web for you and found 
this:

http://www.brainguide.com 
◾ Do you need an expert for British 
island´s tax law? Do you search for 
an insider from the food industry? 
BrainGuide provides access to 
thousands of experts from highly 
specialized knowledge areas. The 
portal offers a free-of-charge over-
view of each expert‘s competences 
as well as his or her company. The 
portal so far has a focus on Ger-
many, UK, USa, Canada, india, 
austria and Switzerland.

http://www.boardtracker.com 
◾ Boardtracker is a search engine 
entirely dedicated to message 
boards and forums, those areas of 
the web that are not as easily 
googled as, e.g., company websites. 
Messages can be tracked and instant 
alerts based on user criteria can be 
sent.

http://www.inspect-online.com
◾ Company news, product data, 
white paper, webcasts, polls, Buyers 
Guide, event calendar, job search 
engine – everything about machine 
vision and optical metrology, in 
english and German language. 
Updated daily.

http://www.nasa.gov 
◾ images, videos, podcasts, 3D 
animations, interactive games and 
much more about space, aeronautics 
and naSa missions. The website is 
as cool as the topic is, and it offers 
so much to discover and play around 
with that a rainy november Sunday 

afternoon is highly welcome for a 
change.

http://www.slideshare.net 
◾ SlideShare is youTube for presen-
tations, documents and pdfs. indi-
viduals and organizations upload 
their presentations to SlideShare to 
communicate their ideas, get in 
contact with others and draw 
attention to themselves and their 
companies. The portal has about 17 
million visitors per month.

http://smarthistory.org 
◾ To which era of cultural history 
does the Venus of Willendorf be-
long? Was Michelangelo an artist of 
the Renaissance or of the age of 
Romanticism? This portal answers 
your questions from art and history 
– and is a feast for the eyes.

http://www.slideshare.net/
mzkagan/what-the-fk-is- 
social-media-one-year-
later?src=embed
◾ Share your views on Slideshare 
by posting presentations? Here is a 
neat example on the topic of Social 
Media: “Social media is like teen 
sex. everybody wants to do it. 
nobody knows how. When it´s 
finally done there is surprise that it’s 
not better.” Whatever else you 
might want to know about Social 
Media then follows on the other  
80 slides of this presentation.

let us know about  
your online favorites at  
contact@inspect-online.com

3CCD HD microcamera
The new Panasonic GP-US932A ver-
sion provides a range of new func-
tions and improved characteristics 
that put the preceding version in the 
shade. Now with dimensions of just 
37 x 47 x 54 mm, the separate camera head of the new GP-US932A is 6 mm shorter 
and now makes mechanical system integration easier. The video signal is digitized in 
the camera head with resolution of 3 x 14 bits. The entire digital processing chain 
provides true, almost loss-free color reproduction. Panasonic’s new model 4 now 
comes with different optional cable lengths: 4, 6, 10 and even 20 m cables allow the 
camera head to be moved even long distances away ‘loss-free’, which therefore con-
siderably increases the number of potential applications for the equipment.

Panasonic System Networks Europe  
Tel.: +49 40 8549 0 · info-de@eu.pewg.panasonic.com · www.panasonic.de
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InSPeCT: mr. Salzberger, today micro-epsilon 
can look back on a company history of over 
40 years and belongs to the most successful 
metrology companies in europe. Since when 
is optical metrology part of the company’s 
product portfolio and what is the importance 
of these products today?

J. Salzberger: Micro-Epsilon is today one 
of the most important companies in the 
sector of measurement technology by re-
maining true to measuring geometrical 
quantities and by trying to always offer 
the best possible solution to the cus-
tomer. Therefore, we have continuously 
expanded our product range with new 
measuring technologies. In 1990, Micro-
Epsilon decided to add optical measure-
ment to the existing product range. As 
early as 1993 we launched our first dig-
ital laser sensor onto the market. Today, 
our product range covers a lot of differ-
ent triangulation sensors, digital mi-
crometers, laser scanners for profile 
measurement and confocal sensors. Our 
real-time compensation for changing 
surfaces (RTSC) is still unexcelled. For 
years, optical sensors play an essential 
role in our product range. A lot of mea-
surement tasks can be best solved opti-
cally. Since the requirements from the 
market in this sector are very diverse, 
also customer-specific sensors are being 
developed.

Which products does micro-epsilon offer in 
the field of optical 3D metrology and in which 
applications are these products mainly used?

Interview with Johann Salzberger,  
managing Director micro-epsilon

J. Salzberger: In the sector of 3D mea-
surement technology, Micro-Epsilon of-
fers various laser scanners for profile de-
tection. Both, scanControl 2800 and 2810 
represent the high-end solution for de-
manding measurement tasks. These sen-
sors provide 256,000 measuring points 
per second. In order to serve all different 
market needs, the series scanControl 
2700 and 2710 are offered at a mid-
range price level. The compact design, 
the integrated controller and an excel-
lent cost/performance ratio characterise 
these sensors.These laser scanners are 
mainly used for profile measurement in 
quality assurance applications. Among 
those applications are the use of the 
scanners in coordinate measurement 
machines for fast and non-contact scan-
ning of surfaces and the inspection of ad-
hesive beads in body-in-white produc-
tion. In order to allow a 3D measurement 
a traversing of the sensor or the object is 
necessary. Therefore our laser scanners 
are often mounted onto robots. Even the 
software which enables a fast develop-
ment of the requested solution for the 
measuring task, is developed by Micro-
Epsilon in-house.

Together with bmW and Forwiss, you have de-
veloped a system for the 3D inspection of 
high gloss surfaces. Where is this system in 
use today?

J. Salzberger: The system reflectControl 
detects object surfaces by reflection of a 
striped pattern. Optical distortions of the 

pattern by bulges, dents or craters are 
reliably detected this way. In case of big-
ger or more complex objects reflectCon-
trol is mounted onto a robot which moves 
the sensor around the object. This set-up 
of the measuring system is in use at BMW. 
The system is applied here to inspect sur-
faces of painted car bodies. In case of flat 
geometries such as metal stripes or glass 
panes the system can be operated in lin-
ear mode. The system is applied for the 
inspection of all surfaces with sufficient 
gloss properties. A short standstill period 
is sufficient for the acquisition of several 
raw images which are used to generate a 
presentation of the surface –a result 
which can not be achieved by traditional 
2D image processing technologies.

What is your expectation regarding the future 
development in 3D technologies? What are 
the trends that you foresee? What are your 
plans?

J. Salzberger: Requirements for 3D tech-
nology regarding speed and accuracy 
will definitely increase further. Reasons 
can be seen in the high quality require-
ments for the respective end products 
and the production process itself. Acquir-
ing a new technology to increase quality 
always is initially a significant invest-
ment. However, considering how much 
can be saved during the production pro-
cess, costs usually are amortised within a 
short time frame. As soon as this point is 
exceeded, higher quality products will be 
produced at less costs. 
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production and the internal software de-
velopment. 

micro-epsilon has grown into a 500 people 
strong multinational group of companies 
without any external help, and is up until 
today in private hands. What is the formula 
for success here? What are your plans for the 
future?

J. Salzberger: The success of Micro-Epsi-
lon has a whole set of different reasons. 
We are convinced that on one hand our 
formula for success is the commitment of 
our people, many of them with the com-
pany for a long time already. They have a 
distinct sense of community which con-
sistently results in exceptional solutions. 
An important role is also played by the 
“entrepreneurs“ among the employees. 
These are the employees possessing 
work-ethics as if they themselves own 
the company. They scrutinize every deci-
sion regarding efficiency in reaching the 
overall business objectives of the com-
pany. On the other hand, Micro-Epsilon is 
known as an open-minded and reliable 

A trend can be seen that customers 
require complete solutions for their 
measuring tasks. The system is expected 
to reach the specified performance 
within a short period of time which often 
requires not only the sensor technology 
but also the mechanical construction 
and the metrology software. Micro-Epsi-
lon offers some advantages in this re-
gard due to our own on-site mechanical 

Contact 2
Micro-epsilon Messtechnik GmbH & Co. KG, 
ortenburg, Germany
Tel.: +49 8542 168 0
fax: +49 8542 168 90
info@micro-epsilon.de
www.micro-epsilon.com

business partner since its foundation. 
This is shown by the continuous confi-
dence and satisfaction expressed by our 
customers. Another reason for success is 
the above average number of developers 
working at the company as well as the 
high technical competence within our 
sales department which consists mainly 
of engineers and technicians with spe-
cific product know-how. Exceptional and 
unique solutions are developed by the 
combination of these teams.

We are firmly convinced that Micro-
Epsilon will again grow above industry 
standard after the crisis is over.

mr. Salzberger, we wish you success with this 
and thank you for this interview.

www.opto-engineering.com
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For which type of application  
do you use 3D vision/ 
3D metrology most often?

Measurement

Quality inspection

Part Localization

Completeness Control

Identification

Others

33

33

5

14

5

10
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